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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL
The Honorable Carroll A Campbell. Jr.
and Members of the General .q,ssemblv
lam pleased to report herein the activities of the South Caroiina Chiidren's FosterCare Review Board System for the fiscal year 199L-92. Foster Care Review Board
statistics revealed thai the cases of. 5216 bhildren in public and private tostei iaie
were reviewed in 1991. A totai of 8828 reviews were ionducted iiy the local Boards
and recommendations for permanent placement for these childien were made tothe.Family Court and to appropriate lgencies. In May, Lggz, the Review Board
lmt-lated a new program through a contract with the South Caroiina State Health
and Human Services Finance Commission to review children placed in therapeutic
placements funded by Medicaid.
The Agency tras encouraged the return of chiidren to their natural parents when
$PPropnate:.!$ promoted and encouraged all other agencies and faciiities involvedin placing children in foster care to place children witd-persons suitable and eiigible
q; adoptive parents, has advised foster parents of their -rights to petition the FimilvCourt for termination of parentai rights and adoptior\ a;d has iecommended thai
all efforts be exerted by.child caring facilities and agencies to arrange permanent
foster care or guardianship where appropriate.
T!9 4g"ocy has reported any deficiencies in efforts to secure pennanent homes for
chtldren regularly to the State Office of the Deparrment of Social Services and other
adop.tive and foster care agengie_s.. The fuency has also compiled and inciudedherein a suilrmary.of these deficiencies as well as recorrmeirdations regarding
services to foster children in our State.
P: 1g:lg contirlu.es Lo see progress being made in the delivery of services toIoster chrldren and to their famiiies; however, the Agenry is concerned that this
P{qgrq:s is iimited by inadequate resources. We are co-mmitted to continue to work
Ith311.olher agencies and ly.ftems invoived with foster chiidren to protect the rightsancl best interests of these children and their families.
pectfull,v subpnitt
xrda,tC,
Henrietta F. Gaillar
Chairperson, Board of Directors
vlll.
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
In the early 1970's in South Carolina many child welfare professionals and citizen
groups p-egan advocac-y effgrts on behalf of children in the foster care system.
These efforts resulted from their concern over the plight of the child adriff in the
foster care system. The ultimate result of these efforts was the establishment of
the South Garolina Children's Foster Care Review Board System in 1974, one of
the first such organizations in the nation.
Six major private organizations between 1970 and 1974 spearheaded the initial
efforts to obtain permanent homes for children in foster care. These
organizations were the American Civil Liberties Union, the South Carolina Council
for Human Rights, the South Garolina League of Women Voters, the Midlands
Chapter of the National Association of Social Workers, the South Carolina Youth
Workers Association and Helping Hands of Aiken Gounty. Child psychiatrists,
child psychologists, social work professors, law professols and vaiious church
leaders also participated as private citizens to help give direction to the project.
Research to document the condition of foster care in South Carolina was a
primary focus of these organizations. Four studies were done in cooperation with
Representative Carolyn Frederick, Vice-Chairperson of the South Carolina
Gery1a!Assembly's Study Committee on.Legal and Legislallve Matters Pertaining
to Children. The results of these four studies showed the following:
1. Seventy-six percent (76/o) of the children in the Department of Social
Services foster care program would neither return home nor be adopted
under the 
.existing system.. Services were not being provided by the
system to the parents to facilitate return home and no efforts were made to
free many children eligible for adoption under the abandonment statute.
2. A survey of fourteen private and three public institutions, formerly known
as orphanages, showed that the Department of Social Service5 placed
43a/o of the children while private placements accounted for 57o/o'ot the
children placed. Some 2O-5Oo/o of these children were eligible for adoption
under the abandonment statute; however, none of these i-nstitutions siated
that adoption was one of their services. ln addition, most of these
institutions offered no services to families to enable return of the children
home.
3. Forty-three percent (4g4o)of the children in foster care had been in two or
more foster placements and eighteen percent (18o/o) had been in three or
more.
4. No method existed to keep track of children in foster care. The courts
expressed concern about children being lost in the system. Even when
children wele freed for adoption, the colrts had no way of knowing if the
children had been placed adoptively.
5. The cost to taeaygrq fo1 keeping children in foster care was growing
steadily with no resolution in sight.
6. Children we.rg suffering irreparable psychological damage as victims of
foster care drift.
The findings from these studies clearly indicated the need for a system to monitor
the cases of children in foster care to achieve appropriate permanent placements
for these children.
Thus, a statewide foster care review board system was legislated by the 1974
General Assembly. In March of 1975 Governor James Edwards, by Executive
Order, established tne Office of Child Advocacy as a division of the Office of the
Governor. This Executive Order charged that the Office of Child Advocacy
establish and coordinate the Children's Foster Care Review Board System and
act as ombudsman on behalf of the abused, neglected, abandoned and
dependent children of the State. The initial funding for the Review Board System
as part of the Office of Child Advocacy was shared by the State and the Edna
McConnell Glark Foundation.
ln 1977 the Children's Foster Care Review Board System was fully funded by the
General Assembly as a separate State Agency. The Office of Child Advocacy
existed as a program of the Review Board System until 1980, at which time it was
returned to the Governor's Office. While a part of the Review Board System, the
Otfice of Child Advocacy conducted an ombudsman program for children in
general and a training program in the prevention and identification of child abuse
and neglect for hospitals and other organizations upon request.
In 1985 the Review Board System was placed under proviso legislation in order to
restructure and reorganize the Agency. Permanent legislation and regulations
passed by the General Assembly in 1986 restored the Agency to permanent
status.
The Children's Foster Care Review Board System is currently comprised of a staff
of eighteen serving thirty-five Review Boards across the State. The Review Board
System reviews the cases of approximately 5000 children in public and private
facilities and institutions twice annually, statistically evaluates the state of foster
care in South Carolina and makes recommendations to the General Assembly
and child caring facilities as outlined by South Carolina law.
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STATUTORY AUTHORIW FOR THE AGENCY
Sections 20-7-2376 through 2397 of the South Carolina Code of Laws create the
Children's Foster Gare Review Board System and establish the Agency to
administer case review in accordance with the provisions of Sections fr-7-2376
through 20-7-2397 as follows:
l. Board of Directors for Review of Foster Care of Children
The Board of Direstors consists of seven members, all of whom must be past or
present members of a local Review Board. There must be one member from
each congressional district and one member from the State at large, all appointed
by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. Members of the
Board of Directors serve four year terms and until their successors are appointed
and qualify. A chairperson is elected from the membership of the Board of
Directors for a two year term.
The Board of Directors is responsible for:
a. the promulgation of regulations, pursuant to the provisions of South
Carolina Code of Laws Section 20-7-2376 et seq., relating to the functions,
policies, and procedures of the Review Board System;
b. the promulgation of regulations to provide for review of necessary reports
and other information required from state, county and private agencies and
institutions, and to report to the Family Court on the status of court ordered
treatment plans;
c. the report of recommendations to the General Assembly with regard to
foster care policies, procedures, and any deficiencies of public and private
agencies and institutions which arrange for foster care for children;
d. the annual report to the General Assembly which includes the
recommendations and the activities of the Review Board System;
e. the review and coordination of the activities of the local Review Boards;
f. the creation or dissolution of local Review Boards as necessary to maintain
appropriate caseloads for each Board; and
g. the employment of the Agency Director.
ll. Local Review Boards
There are thirty-five local Review Boards, each composed of five members, with at
least one local Board in each of the sixteen judicial circuits throughout the state.
Board members are appointed by the Governor upon recommendation by their
respective legislative delegation. Their duties are as follows:
1. To review every six months but no less frequently than once every six
months the cases of children who have resided in public foster care for a
period of more than four consecutive months and to review every six
2.
months the cases of children who have resided in private foster care for a
period of more than six consecutive months to determine what etforts have
been made by the supervising agency or child caring facility to acquire a
permanent home for the child. In private foster care cases, Review Boards
will recommend continued placement in the child caring facility unless the
parents are able to resume care, in at least those instances when:
a. children are privately placed in privately owned facilities or group
homes; andb. a notarized affidavit of summary review is executed by the child
caring facility and is valid on its face; and
c. the affidavit of summary review is submitted to the Board every six
months. lt must be accepted by the Board if it attests to the
statutorily mandated conditions and is valid on its face.
Except as provided in subsection (1), to encourage the return of children to
their natural parents, or, upon determination during a case review of the
local Review Board that this return is not in the best interest of the child, to
recommend to the appropriate agency that action be taken for a macimum
effort to place the child for adoption.
To..promote and encourage all agencies and facilities involved in placing
children in foster care to place children with persons suitable and.eligible
as adoptive parents.
4. To advise foster parents of their right to petition the Family Court for
termination of parental rights and for adoption and to encourage these
foster parents to initiate these proceedings in an appropriate case when it
has been determined by the local Review Board that return to the natural
parent is not in the best interest of the child.
5. To recommend that a child caring facility or agency exert all possible
efforts to make arrangements for permanent foster care or guardianship
for children for whom return to natural parents or adoption is not feasible or
possible as determined during a case review by the local Review Board.
6. To report to the State Office of the Department of Social Services and other
adoptive or foster care agencies deficiencies in these agencies' efforts to
secure permanent homes for children. These deficiencies are identified in
the local Boards' review of these cases as provided for in subsection (1) of
this section.
Any case findings or recommendations of a local Review Board are advisory.
Any person or agency aggrieved by an action or recommendation of a local
Review Board may seek relief by petition to the Family Court of that county which
shall issue a rule io show caus-e'why the action or r-ecommendation of the local
Review Board should not be set aside or modified. lf a child caring facility or
agency is not in. agreement-with. the local Review Board recommendaiion rela:ting
to permanent placement of a child in its care, the child caring facility or agencv
shall. notify the chairman of the local Review Board within twdnty-on'e dayi atte?
receipt of the recommendation.
3.
lll. Administration
The Administrative Unit of the Children's Foster Care Review Board System
consists of the Executive Director, General Counsel, Program Director for
Medicaid and Training, Business Manager, Program Director for Foster Care
Review and Administrative Assistant ll.
The duties of this unit are as follows:
a. to request and to administer funds necessary for the operation of the
Review Board System;
b. to hire and to supervise Review Board System employees;
to recommend new policies and procedures for consideration by the
Board of Directors;
to supervise the day-to-day operation of the Review Board System and to
ensure that current policies and procedures are implemented;
to provide training for Review Board members and staff; and
to conduct research and to maintain statistical data designed to improve
the services to abused, neglected, abandoned and dependent children in
South Carolina.
d.
e.
f.
The nine Review Board Coordinators serve as staff to the thirty-five local Review
Boards. The Coordinators provide a full range of administrative support services
to the Boards. Each Coordinator is assigned a caseload of four or five local
Review Boards and is responsible for the following:
1. to plan and to facilitate all Review Board meetings with the local Review
Board members and the involved agency or institutional staff;
2. to formalize and to distribute local Review Board recommendations;
3. to serve as a liaison to the local Review Boards to implement program
objectives and procedural changes as necessary to ensure compliance
with agency objectives and state and federal law;
4. to direct cases appropriate for legal action to the General Counselfrom the
local Review Boards and to participate in court hearings as necessary;
5. to participate in professional meetings to promote and improve services to
children and families;
to maintain centralfiles on cases reviewed by local Review Boards; and
to initiate appropriate follow-up on cases as necessary to facilitate
permanent placement for foster children.
6.
7.
The Review Board Coordinator ll provides technical assistance to local Review
Boards and is responsible for administrative follow-up on case referrals. Review
Board Coordinator training and special projects are blso the responsibility of the
Review Board Coordinator ll.
The Assistant Business Manager provides support to the Review Board Financial
Department and one Administrative Specialist'pierforms clerical duties for staff..
lV. Medicaid Review System
On May 1, 1992 the State Health and Human Services Finance Commission(SHHSFC) contracted with the Children's Foster Gare Review Board to develop aquality assurance review system for residential therapeutic placements' of
emotionally disturbed Medicaid eligible children under the age of twenty-one (21).
This contract includes conducting initial reviews of all Medlcaid eligibie childreh
who have been receiving tre-atment services from High an-d Moderate
Management.Group Homes and Therapeutic Foster Care (LEvels l,ll and lll) for
two consecutive months or longer. A six month review ririll be conducteci for
those Medicaid eligible children who remain in treatment followinq the initial
review. The Medicaid review system was established as a separatelrogram of
the Children's Foster Care Review Board and operates accordingly.
The purpose of this review system is to ensure that the placements of these
children are appropriate and the level of care provided to edch child is offered in
the least restrictive environment possible. Information on individual cases will be
obtained through interviews with the referral agency casemanagers, provider
agency. casemana-gers anl intensive casemanagement service coordiriators, if
applicable. Staff consisting of a Medicaid Review Specialist and' aprogrammer/analyst have beeh hired to conduct the reviews bnd to develop a
data. collection system on the children being reviewed. Specific data on'the
children,.the 
.providgrs a.1Q the type of serv-ices available to children needingtherapeutic intervention will be track.ed by the Medicaid Review System.
STATE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
At Large
Mr. James Curtis Harkness
211 Limerick Drive
Aiken, SC 29801
1st Gonqressional District
Henrietta Gaillard, Chairperson
8 Weims Gourt
Charfeston, SC 29401
2nd Congressional District
Ms. Cecelia Aversa
1108 Baywater Drive
West Columbia, SC 29169
3rd Congressional District
Ms. Lucy Wilkerson
152 Wilkerson Drive
Westminster, SC 29693
4th Gonqressional District
Ms. Carolyn Lee
7562 Lone Oak Road
Spartanburg, SC 29303
Sth Conqressional District
Ms. Judy Hamrick
202 Union Street
Gaffney, SC 29340
6th Congressional District
Ms. JoAnn Waldrop
321 Rainwood Road
Conway, SC 29526
Aiken Gounty
Charleston County
Lexington County
Oconee County
Spartanburg County
Cherokee County
Horry Gounty
Review Board 1A
Review Board 1B
Review Board 2A
Review Board 28
Review Board 3A
Review Board 38
Review Board 44
Review Board 48
Review Board 5A
Review Board 58
Review Board 5C
Review Board 5D
Review Board 5E
Review Board 6A
Review Board 7A
Review Board 78
Review Board 8A
Review Board 88
Review Board 9A
Review Board 98
Review Board 9C
Review Board 10A
Review Board 10B
Review Board 11A
Review Board 11B
Review Board 12A
Review Board 128
Review Board 13A
Review Board 138
Review Board 13C
Review Board 144
Review Board 148
Review Board 15A
Review Board 158
Review Board 16A.
LOCAL REVIEW BOARD CHAIRPERSONS
Doris Boone...... .............St. Matthews
Ginger Smoak..... ............Orangeburg
Becky Worrell 
...... Barnwetl
Gail Ristow Aiken
Catherine Kirkpatrict Manning
Gail Cornin9............ Sumter
Martha Alderman ...............Little Rock
Sarah Campbell Chesterfield
Louisa Brown...... Columbia
Wilbur Tucker 
..... Columbia
Elizabeth Smith ...Columbia
Lillian Addgrly 
.....Columbia
Eugene Rollins.....
June Stitzel Lancaster
Mary Lynn Me1ton............. Spartanburg
Laura Emrich .........Gaffney
Sue Summer............ ...........Newberry
David Dougherty Greenwood
John F. Seignious............ .Charleston
Rosetta Mitchell Goose Creek
Jerry Craig....... .Charleston
Ralph Campbell .............Westminister
Linda Williams... ...... Easley
Marion Atkins...... Columbia
Almastine Butler....... Saluda
Gloria Harris....... 
.. Florence
lsabelle Bryant.....
Jane Price Gough........... .....Clemson
Lillis Smith Greenville
Thomas Smith ... Greenville
lsabelle Dixon Garnett
Thelma Miller ....... Beaufort
Pat Schooler........... ....... Georgetown
M. Lou Michael 
..... Conway
MichaelSnowber-Marini 
...... Rock Hill
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FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD STAFF
Cornelia D. Gibbons.............. ..... Executive Director
Vickie Barfield.... Review Board Coordinator
Larry Barker .. Review Board Coordinator
Susan B. Bowling ........ Program Director/Foster Care Review
Keith Campbell Review Board Coordinator
Robin C. Campbe11............ Review Board Coordinator
Jeanne C. Carlton Review Board Coordinator
Denise Clements ........Business Manager
Laurie A. deMoya.............
Laurie Dunlap Medicaid Review Specialist
Pam Ga11ion............. ........Administrative Assistant ll
Beth M. Green Review Board Coordinator ll
Virginia Ann Mullikin............ ..........General Counsel
Brenda D. Jordan ....... Assistant Business Manager
Mary C. McE1veen............ Review Board Coordinator
Denise T. Ruff..... ..... Program Director/Medicaid and Training
Dallas Shealy..... Review Board Coordinator
Todd Stephens Review Board Coordinator
Tamala Y. Toney Review Board Coordinator
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COMPLIANCE WITH ACT 189, SECTION 129.50
SOUTH CAROLINA APPROPRIATIONS ACT 1990.91
The South Carolina Appropriations Act 1989-90, Act 189, Section 129.50 requires
that each agency of State Government include in its annualreport a list of agjency
programs in order of priority and to identify efficiency and effebtiveness measures
for each program. The following information is provided by the South Carolina
Children's Foster Care Review Board System to comply with this Act.
The South Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board System carries out the
following statutorily mandated program:
- to review every six month,s, but no less frequently than once every six
months, the cases of all children who have resided ih public foster care for
more than four consecutive months and to review every six months the
cases of all children who have resided in private foster foia period of more
than six consecutive months to determinei what efforts have been made by
the supervising agency or child caring facility to acquire a permanent home
for the child;
- to repoft to the State Office of the Department of Social Services and other
adoptive or foster care agencies any deficiencies in these agencies' efforts
to secure permanent homes for children which are discoveied in the local
Boards' review of these cases;
- to report to the Family Court on the status of court ordered treatment
plans; and
- to make recommendations to the General Assemblv with reoard to foster
care policies, procedures, and deficiencies of public -and priva:te foster care
agenctes.
The Review Board meets these program requirements through the activities of
thirty-five (35) local Review Boards comprised bt tZS Review Bo.-ard members who
function under the leadership of the State Board of Directors.
The Foster Care Review Board has evaluated the efficiency and effectiveness of
ils program. tlsing measures which meet the following criteria established by the
Budge[ and Con-trol Board: relevance, validity, signiiicance, uniqueness, cl,'arity,
timeliness, reliability, quantification, practicality, completeness, and controi.
In May, 1992 the Foster Care Review Board contracted with the Health and
Human Services Finance Commission to develop a quality assurance review
system of emotionally disturbed Medicaid eligible'childien placed in residential
therapeutic placements. Effectiveness measures and statistical data for thisprogram will be presented in the Children's Foster Care Review Board 1gg2-gg
Annual Report.
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Comparison of Measures
Number of Children Reviewed
1988
4500
1988
7835
1989
4586
1990
5018
1990
8628
1991
5216
1991
8828
Number of Reviews Conducted
1989
8112
ll. Number of Review Board Meetings Conducted
1988 1989 1990 1991
Iil.
327 353 383 398
Number and Type of Recommendations lssued on Children Reviewed
1991
Please see Table T, page 60 of this report.
1990
Please see Table P, page 48 of the 1990 Annual Report of the South Carolina
Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
1989
Please see Table M, page 53 of the 1989 Annual Report of the South Carolina
Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
1988
tv.
Please see Table L, page 26 of the 1988 Annual Report of the South Carolina
Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
Area of Concern Statistical Data
1991
Please see Table I page 31 of this report.
L2
1990
Please see Table^|, p?ge.26 of the 1990 Annual Report of the south
Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
1989
Please see Table I qll , pag_e 28-32 of the 1989 Annual Report of the South
Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board
1988
Please see Table U, page 38 of the 1988-99 Annual Report of the South
Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
This data was reported to the Department of Social Services and to other
agencies as relevant after each Review Board meeting, in four quarterty
qqqmgries, an_{ as the final annual data contained in this re-port. Compdrison cit
1989 data to 1991 data shows an increase in the number of Areas of Ccincern buta lower mean percentile for total Areas of Concern, thereby reflecting
improvement in service delivery to foster children.
1989
Mean Percentile
Standard Deviation
of scores for
DSS counties
1990
Mean percentile
Standard Deviation
of scores for
DSS counties
1991
Mean percentile
Standard Deviation
of scores for
DSS counties
38.7 37.6
18.6r6.1
V. peryoggphic Evaluative Data on the Foster care population and the
Foster Care Review Board Process
1991
Please see Section X, page 44 of this report.
1990
Please see section_f, pag_e 35 of the 1990 Annual Report of the south
Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
1989
Please see Section), pag^e 41 of the 1989 Annual Report of the south
Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
1988
Please see Section Vlll, page 14 of the 1988-89 Annual Report of the South
Carolina Children's Foster eare Review Board System.
The demographic data in the report indicates that the average length of stay in
foster care has decreased from 3.1 years in 1988 to 2.7 yeais in t-ggt. Also of
note in this data is the increase in tfie number of parties'attendinq reviews from6186 in 1988 to 9712 in 1991. This increased ailendancE reflects the
etfectiveness of the review process.
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vt. Annual Recommendations to the General Assembly
1991
The 1991-92 Recommendations, found on pages 15-26 of this report are
based on the analysis of the data in Sections lX and X and on the findings
made by the Foster Care Review Board Adoption Ad Hoc Study
Committee. These recommendations meet the program requirement that
the Foster Care Review Board annually make recommendations to the
General Assembly with regard to foster care policies, procedures, and
deficiencies of public and piivate foster care agencies.
Please see pages 13-18 of the 1990-91 Annual Report of the South
Carolina Ghildren's Foster Care Review Board System
1989
Please see pages 15-19 of the 1989-90 Annual Report of the South
Garolina Children's Foster Gare Review Board System
1988
Please see pages 44-47 of the 1988-89 Annual Report of the South
Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board System.
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1991.92 RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
The delivery of adoption services by the South Carolina Department of Social
Services was the subject of a 1991 study conducted by the Fbster Care ReviewBoard. The adoption program was selected for stucly because of the large
number of children whose recommended permanent plan was termination -of
parental rights and adoption. The study was conducted by an Ad Hoc Adoption
Committee appointed by the Foster Carb Review Board Staie Board of Directbrs.l
The Ad Hoc Adoption Committee reviewed and evatuated selected adoption
practices in South Carolina. The purpose of this review was to identify barriers in
the deliv_ery.of qloption services and.to provide information on adoptibn services
to local Review Board members.
Simultaneous to the Review Board Ad Hoc Adoption Committee, a South Carolina
Department of Social Services study committee was established to review and
make recommendations in resp.onse_ !g lhe study of the Division of Adoption andBirth Parent Services conducted by OMN_|, Inc. These studies, Analysis itf Current
Pertormance Environments and Stafe Office Staffing Needs of the Division of
Adoption an{ Qilh Parent seruices, oMNl services, lnc. and the AdoptionCommittee Guidelines 
. 
for_ 
.lryplemenling the OMNI Pertormance AppiaisatRecommendations for the Division of Adoption and Birth Parent Seruicits, Final
Report, February 19, 1992, are incorporated herein by reference.
The following recommendations are based on both the Foster Care Review Board
findings and the QrylNl. report. Each recommendation includes a response from
lle PgP?.rtTelt of Social Services delineating the progress made sinc'e receipt ofthe OMNI study in November, 1990.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations ryr.ade..by the Adoption Ad Hoc Committee are presentedbelow. The Committee identified seven areas for stlrdy: 1) adoption asiessment;2) recruitment; 3) fogtgr. parent adoption; 4) comrirunicatioh; 5) training; Ojtermination of parental rights; and, 7) relative adoptions. A recommilndation, with
supplrting documentation, appears for each of the seven categories identified by
the Committee. 
_The categories were selected based on specific concernsidentified by local Review Board members.
lThe following individuals were appointed io serve on the Ad Floc Adoption Commiileo: Judy Hamrick,
Gatfney, State Board ol Directors; Gail Corning, Fleview Board 3A, Sumter; Wilbur Tucker, Fleview Board 58, Richland;
Linda Williams, Review Board 108, Anderson, Cornelia Gibbons, Review Board staff; Denise Ruff, Review Board staff;
and, Susan Bowling, Fleview Board staff.
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Adoption Assessment
The Division of Adoption and Birth Parent services must develop
thorough guidelines on adoption assessments to insure that
maximum efforts are made to locate adoptive homes for all children
who cannot return to their birth parents and for whom adoption is the
recommended permanent plan.
FCRB Ad Hoc Findings:
Enabling legislation for The South Carolina Ghildren's Foster Care Review
Board, SC Code Section 20-7-2376(C), states that if return to a child's
parents is not in the best interest of the child, that the local Board must
recommend that the appropriate agency exert maximum efforts to place
the child for adoption. The South Carolina Ghildren's Policy, SC Code
Secfion 20-7-20(D) states that "when children must be permanently
removed from their homes, they shall be placed in adoptive homes so that
they may become members of a family by legal adoption or, absent that
possibility, other permanent settings." The Committee was unanimous in
their concern that the Department of Social Services is not making
maximum effort to adequately assess the possibility of adoption for all
children in foster care who cannot return to their parents.
OMNI Study Committee Recommendations
Recommendation 5 from the Systems Subcommittee of the OMNI Study
Committee states that a high priority should be given to adoption
assessment issues within the Department of Social Services. The
Subcommittee further recommended that guidelines be developed for: 1)
determining whether an adoptive home can be found for a child, and 2)
clarifying which Department of Social Services staff are responsible for
adoption assessment and when an assessment should occur. These
recommendations further illustrate the need for specific agency policy and
training in the area of adoption assessment.
Department of Social Services Response:
The Division of Adoption and Birth Parent services acknowledged that
training and additional clarification of roles and responsibilities between
adoption and permanency planning staff would help alleviate some of the
problems noted in this recommendation. Agency budget cuts eliminatedjoint training plans for the programs in 1991 and the availability of funds for
future training is questionable. An intiative implemented by the Department
is to have the Children, Family and Adult Services Advisory Committee
review additional staff guidelines as they are developed to help insure a
clear understanding of roles and responsibilites.
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il. Recruitment
The Division of Adoption and Birth Parent services must expand
current recruitment efforts and develop child specific recruitinent
programs- for all south carolina children waiting for adoptiveplacement.
FCRB Ad Hoc Findings:
- Adequate adoption recruitment services are essentialto move children out
of foster care into permanent homes in a timely manner. A computer
search of Foster Care Review Board case reviewsbetween January - june,
1991 identified 940 children for whom both the Foster Care Revieiv Board
and the Department of Social Services recommended termination ofparental rights and adoption as the permanent plan. A sample of 1g0
children was drawl lrqqtliq_pppylation for detbiled statisticdl analysis.This sample.includgd J_SS.^(fO7d children who were classified as havingspecial needsz with- 57 (30%) designated as non-special needs. A
gomplete summary.of lhis analysis is can be found in Apirendix A, page 69.pepqrtment of Social Services procedures allow child.specific recruiiment
for children with special needs who have no prospectiVe adoptive home
identified. Non-special needs children, in contrast, do not reiceive child
specific recruitment services. Instead adoptive families for these children
are identified by a computer matching process.
The Adoption Ad Hoc Committee identified the three followinq areas in
which adoption recruitment for all children could be improved:
1. The Committee felt strongly 
.that all children waiting for adoption
should have access to child specific recruitmenf eTforts, noi iultthose children with special needs. Thirty percent (90%) of ihe
children identified in the Review Board arial'lrsis werei non-special
needs.
2. An article that appeared in The State on November 21, 1991,
indicated that the Department of Social Services had 767 childreri
with sp.ecial needs that were in need of adoptive placement. The
Council on Adoptable Children (COAC) reported to the Gommitteethat only 96 children attended the Waiting Children's Picnic
sponsored by their organization on Octobei 26, 1991. Better
utilization of this excellent resource provided by coAc courd
enhance recruitment efforts.
2Special 
nEeds children are defined by the Department of Social gervices as being: 1) white chilctren ten lrears
old or older; 2) black or biracial children six years old or older; 3) a phylsicatly, mentally or emotionally handicapped child
or a child at risk for physical, mental or emotional handicaps; 4) a memb€r ol a whitE sibling group of three or more
children, one of whom is over six years of age, or a sibling group of tour or more children of any age; 5) a member of a
black sibling group of two or more children, ons of whom is over six years ol age, or a sibling group of three or more
children of any age.
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3. South Carolina Seedlings and the Southeastern Adoption Exhange
(SEEUS) coordinate statewide and regional photo listing services
for children who wait for adoptive placement. Information gatheredby the Ad Hoc Adoption Committee from both of these
organizations indicates that photolisting services are under utilized
for recruitment purposes by the Department of Social Services. lf
adoption is the stated plan for a child and no adoptive home has
been identified by the Department within ninety (90) days, SC Code
Secfion 20-7-1895 requires that referrals be made to an adoption
photolisting exchange. South Carolina Seedlings and SEEUS told
the Committee that they did not feel they were routinely receiving
the number of referrals they should be receiving on waiting children
as defined by statute.
OMNI Recommendations
The OMNI study concurred with the Foster Care Review Board that
adoption recruitment be expanded. One recommendation was for the
Department of Social Services to expand the general recruitment program
currently located in State Office to strengthen the capacity to conduct
recruitment activities on behalf of waiting children. This general adoption
recruitment would include enhancing the agency's ability to produce public
service announcements, maintaining adoption program contact with
church and community groups, providing information to television and
radio programs on adoption, submitting adoption recruitment material to
state newspapers and newsletters and providing recruitment training and
monitoring to staff of area offices.
The OMNI study also recommended that the Department decentralize child
specific recruitment efforts to the area offices. Child specific recruitment
activities include: increased utilization of state, regional and national
adoption exchanges; preparation of newspaper articles on specific waiting
children; the coordination of local television spots highlighting specific
children and facilitation of speakers' programs and waiting children
adoption events. OMNI recommended that area offices have access to the
state office database on identified families interested in adoption in order to
better coordinate waiting children and families.
OMNI Study Committee Recommendations
The Services $ubcommittee of the OMNI study committee adopted OMNI's
recommendations as to recruitment and also recommended that the
agency work to clarify the types of recruitment needed for special needs
and non-special needs children. The Subcommittee also recommended
that the Department inventory available recruitment materials for use by
staff at the local levels. When additional materials are needed, the
Subcommittee recommended that State Office assume the responsibility
for the development of such material.
Department of Social Services Response:
One issue of concern raised by the Department of Social Services about
the Review Board recommendation on recruitment was the need to clarify
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the number of children for whom adoption services may be necessary.
The Department of Social Services has requested that the Foster Care
Review Board provide the list of children included in the study so that the
two agencies can reconcile the total population of childreri in need of
adoption services. The Foster Care Review Board population reflects the
number of children for whom the county Departmeni of Social Services
presents a plan of termination of parental rights. The Division of Adoption
and Birth Parent Services identifies their population of children waitin'g for
adoption by cases entered into a trackingi system after adoption staff Fave
concurred that adoption is the best plan for the child. The Foster Care
Review Board is apparently. presented with adoption as the plan prior to
adoptive staff approval and entry into the tracking system. ' The'Foster
care Review Board has agreed to provide the -Department of social
Services with an updated listing of all children who havei adoption stated as
the long range permanent plan.
The Department acknowledged that there is much more that should be
done to expand recruitmenl efforts in South Carolina and noted that
special recruitment programs have been implemented in two area offices.
It.,q PepqftTgll is also working closety_ with the councit on AdoptabteChildren (CO{q to expand the Waiting Children's Party to different'areas
of the state. Efforts are currently being made to incre-ase the number of
children featured in state, regional ahd national adoption exchanqes.
Budget cuts and frozen staff positions have made it difficult to exp-and
statewide efforts in the area of recruitment, but recruitment continues io be
a stated priority for the Department. The Department is in complete
agreement with the finding that all children for whom adoption is the'plan
need to receive active, on-going recruitment services to lodate an adodtive
family when there is no appropriate family on the waiting list.
ilt. Foster Parent Adoption
The Division of Adoption and Birth parent services and the
Permanency Planning Division of the Department of Social Services
must coordinate efforts in order to improve services and information
available to foster parents interested in adoption.
FCRB Ad Hoc Findings:
Foster parents are an important permanent resource for children who
cannot return to their families. The statistical analysis conducted by the AdHoc Adoption Committee (see Appendix A) -indicated fostef parent
adoption was the agency's plan in fitty percent (50%) of one hundreid and
ninety (190) sample cases studied. fhirty-two percent (32"/"1of the special
needs children identified in the sample Were tci be adobted'by their iosterparents. This data supports the need to further develob foster parents as
viaplg adoptive resources for children who will be freed'for adoiltion. The
viability-of foster pare.nts-as potential adoplive re.sources is cohfirmed by
Judith Anderson of the North American Council on Adoptable Children
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(NACAC).3 Ms. Anderson cites a study conducted by Barth and Berry(1989) which found that, in spite of insufficieni adoptio! assistance,
Adoption succeeds in ninety-four percent p To) of all foster parent
adoptions.
OMNI Study Committee Recommendations
. The systems subcommittee of the oMNl study committee made several
recomhendations related to foster parents as potential adoptive
resources. The first recommendation was to increase the priority for foster
parent adoptions within the Division of Adoption and Birth Parent Services.
As a part of this effort, the Subcommittee recommended that the
Department locate additional funding to pay for medical exams for each
member of the foster family as required by policy in the current adoptive
process. Currently, foster families assume the financial responsibility for
ihese medicals and such costs are prohibitive for many families.
- Another recommendation made by the Systems Subcommittee of the
OMNI study committee was for the Departmen! to_ explore avenues to
secure funding which can be used to legally finalize foster parent
adoptions. Current policy requires that foster families who wish to adopt a
child in their care must pay legal costs in advance in order to finalize the
adoption. Families who adopt special needs children may be reimbursed
with'federal funds for one time finalization costs at a later time; however,
most families do not have the resources to pay these costs in advance.
Foster families adoptinq non-special needs children assume the full
financial costs of finaiizin[ tneir child's adoption. This substantial outlay of
funds often prohibits foster families from pursuing an adoptive
committment to a child in their care and may eliminate the best permanent
home for that child.
- The Systems Subcommittee also recommended that the Division of
Adoption and Birth Parent Services become more involved at the time of
placement when infants are placed in foster homes and the plan for the
infant is adoption. This would allow children to be placed with appropriate
foster/adoptive families and would provide additional monitoring of case
transfbr piocedures between the permanency planning and adoption
programs.
- Department of Social Services Response:
The Department of Social Services strongly supports the concept of foster
parent adoption and recognizes that several changes would simplify this
process for the parties involved. The Department agreed to review the
Child Placing Agency Regulations to determine if there was any way the
agency could assist foster families with medical expenses required by
adoption procedures that are not covered by insurance. The Department
also agreed to request funding to cover legal expenses for foster parents
when necessary to facilitate the adoption process. The implementation of
both of these changes will be determined by the availability of funding
within the Department of Social Services.
3lnterview with Judith Anderson, September 23, 1991.
The issue of infants initially placed with foster parents who later become
adoptive applicants was alscj addressed in response to this concein.- theDepartment. acknowledged. that 
. 
this is.. ' largely a training andgp]Ityligltlol_,groblem that must be coordinated detween perm'anency
P-la{ling qnd a.d.pPtion staff. Joint training in this area will be'a priority torthe Department if funds are made available.
lV. Communication
Effective communication between the State Office of Adoption andBirth Parent services, Regiona.l Adoption offices, anf counii
Per$?!enc.y planning staff must be a piiority lor the bepartment oiSocial Services.
FCRB Ad Hoc Findings:
- A significant number of children reviewed by the Foster Care Review Board
each ye.ar cannot return to their parents in-spite of efforts made to reuniteq!,|fl'ly:^ When return home is not possikile, adoption is the only othei
option that e-stablishes a permanent, legal commitinent between'a child
and another family. 
.The Ad Hoc Adoptioi Committee unanimouat igiddthat more emphasis must be plaied on the abiliW of aOobiion" anOpermanen.cY planning workers to understand and to commuhicate thebenefits of adoptio-n as a permanent plan for children who cannot returnhome. Reports from Review Boarbs around the state lnoicate tnat
adoption is often ruled out as a possible option for a cnitO Oased on a
worker's negative perception of ailoption or'based on a worxeis iack oiinformation about the adoption process, rather than being based on iacG
which indicate that adoption may or may not be in the Oe"srinierest of the
child.
OMNI Recommendations
- The OMNI report examined the ability of Area adoption staff to work closelv
with county permanency planning siaff and found that this proves difficuitln some areas because of local differences in how adoption referrals and
case transfers are handled. Adoption referral p-roceduies aqd scieening
criteria are frequently unclear and'are applied differently in different areaslEfforts have beel mgde by the Divisibh of Birth pa'rent anO-AOoptiveServices to clarify the roles and responsibilities of aOoption-'anOpermanenc{-p]q|Il,n9_s_t?ft however, training arld a sy.s!.em foi on-going
communication between the two programs mlst be established.
OMNI Study Committee Recommendations
- The Systems Subcommittee agreed with OMNI's findings on problemmatic
communication between the two programs and EcominenOeO tnat
additional tr.aining be provided on roles and responsibitities inO on tne
referralfunction betwerin adoption and permanency ptanning statt.
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Department of Social Services Response:
A lack of funding for joint training between adoption aqd pgrmanency
planning workers was bited by the Department of Social Services as the
major barrier to resolving this issue.
V. Training
The Division of Adoption and Birth Parent Services must deve[op
specific, standardized training on policy and current practice
methodologies for all adoption workers, permanency planning
workers, adi-optive families and foster families interested in adoption.
FCRB Ad Hoc Findings:
The Foster Care Review Board has consistently recommended that
adequate training be made available to all Department of Social Services
caseworkers and foster parents in order to provide them with the skills
necessary to fulfill their iricreaqing job responsibilities. Recommendations
to enhani:e training opportunities fbr Department of Social Services' staff
have been made in tfie last three annual reports to the General Assembly
prepared bv the Foster Care Review Board. South Carolina Children's
Foster Care Review Board Annual Report 1990-91, Soufh Carolina
Chitdren's Foster Care Review Board Annual Report 1989-90 and South
Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board Annual Report 1988-89 are
incorporated herein by reference. The Ad Hoc Adoption Committee
identified a lack of adeciuate training as a continuing problem in the area of
adoption procedures.
OMNI Recommendations
- The OMNI study concurred with the Review Board that the lack of sp^ecific
adoption focus-ed training available through tlLe 
-Dgp.artment of SocialServices for caseworkers was a major concern. OMNI determined that the
current certification/re-certification training which has been in place since
adoption workers carried mixed foster care and adoption caseloads was
inaciequate to meet the specialized requirements that now face adoption
staff. On/lrul also noted the shortage of material on the adoption program
for new county permanency planning workers. The last half day of the
current training points out the basics of adoption services and clientele
served; howev-er, no material is presented on the intra-agency workings of
the adoption program. OMNI also expressed concern that there is no
agency-requiiement that any training be completed before assuming
adoption caseload responsibilities.
- Area administrators and supervisors expressed concern to OMNI that new
adoption workers are not provided the training.necessary to perfolm [ey
adoiltion casework activities. They pointed out that the current certification
curriculum is too general and philosophical to meet the needs of the
experience level of workers recruited for adoption positions. There are
aldo specific skills necessary for adoption casework that are unique to the
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ado.ption field, such as recruitment, adoptive home studies, post-adoption
crisis counseling and many legal aspects of adoption cadework. 'New
adoption workers learn these skills once they assume caseloads, not
through training. oMNl was repeatedly told by adoption staff that,'"we
train ourselves."
The OMNI report noted that national resources indicate that innovative
cross training qfogrill for.foster and adoptive parents have been very
successful. In the 1990 review of current trends.produced bv the North
American Council on Adoptable Children (NACAC), Keritucky and
Tennessee are praised for their efforts to implement joint recruitmeht and
training- pro.grams that address the demands.placed <jn both adoptive andfoster families. New Jersey and Michigan also are finding that iointprograms produce better trained and better equipped foster families iryho
then become excellent adoptive resources for waitihg children. The South
Carolina Council on Adoptable Children (COAC) expfussed a willinqness to
participate in the development and delivery of-suih a training pr6gram if
implemented by the south carolina Departrirent of sociar servi6e's.
Department of Social Services Response:
Lack 
.of funding for joint .training between adoption and permanencyplanning workers was cited by the Department of Social Services as thil
major barrier to resolving this issue.
Vl. Termination of Parental Rights (TPR)
The Permanency Planning Division of the Department of Social
services, in conjunqtloll with state office t-egat services, shoulddevelop specific guidelines and training to aSsist worker3 in thepreparation of cases for termination of paiental rights.
FCRB Ad Hoc Findings:
- The current procedures used by the Department of Social Services to
initiate and complete the termination of parental rights process for children
who cannot return home was identified by thle R'eview Board as a
significant barrier. to per.manence for children in the foster care system.
The analyslP 
.of .pata gaJhered by the Ad Hoc Adoption Committe6 (seeAppend.ix_{) iqQic.ated that less than half (47o/o) of ihe one hundred bnd
11nelY (1.90) childre.n. in. the sample group hdd been referred to legalservices in order to initiate action for teiminbtion of parental riqhts. This-is
in spite of the fact that the stated plan for all of the'children in'the sample
was termination of parental rights and adoption. lt is impossible for cades
to pro.ceed towards permanence if identified children are'not being referredin a timely manner to Legal Services by permanency planninq-workers.
Fifty-percent (50%) of the children in the sample werb lo be a-dooted bv
foste.r parents, therefore identification of a prospective adoptive fainity Oi6
not impose an additional delay. The'Ad Hoc Adoption Committee
recommends that Pfralegal support for county permanency planning staff
be provided as an effectiVe way io deal with thb delays in th6 tpR process.
The Committee also met with the Director of Substitute Care and secured
an agreement that the Department of Social Services would re-visit the
casework practice model to see if there were better ways to utilize this
document as a preparation tool for termination of parental rights
summaries.
The State Board of Directors for the Foster Care Review Board has
appointed an Ad Hoc study committee to examine issues surrounding
delays in the termination of parental rights process. This committee will be
operational during 1992-93. Recommendations and findings of this
commitee will be included in the Review Board Annual Report for 1992-93.
US Department of Heath and Human Services Barriers Report:
The Office of the Inspector General of the US Department of Health and
Human Services issued a report in February 1991 entitled Barriers to
Freeing Children for Adoption which is incorporated herein by reference.
The research conducted for this report found that the reason children
spend longer periods of time than necessary in foster care is that the
process of legally freeing children for adoption takes too long. The
executive summary of the report states, "lmplementing plans of adoption
takes longer than implementing other types of placement for children. The
gravity of the issues and the complexity of the legal processes explain
some of the additional implementation time. Child welfare and legal
professionals express concern, however, that the first part of the
implementation process, freeing children from the legal ties to their parents
through termination of parental rights, unnecessarily slows or disrupts
adoption placements. Children often remain in foster care for extended
periods after permanent placement plans have been established for them,
undermining their opportunities for successful adoptive placement and
placing them in a legal and psychological limbo in terms of family
identification."
Barriers to Freeing Children for Adoption also expresses concern that
states do not give termination of parental rights and adoption the priority as
a permanent plan that it should receive as required by Public Law 96-272.
The report notes that because of the social and legal status of families and
the recognition of the importance of biological ties, practitioners are
reluctant to sever family ties. In addition, evidence gathered for this report
clearly indicates that the process of freeing children for adoption takes
longer than necessary, certainly longer than the best interests of the child
dictate. One recommendation contained in the report is to offer increased
training on permanency planning, in general, and on termination of
parental rights, in particular, for child welfare staff, judges, public attorneys
and the staffs of contractual service providers.
OMNI Study Committee Recommendations
The Systems Subcommittee of the OMNI Study Committee also noted
problems with legal delays in preparing cases for termination of parental
rights. The Subcommittee recommended that the Department of Social
Services review the policies and procedures currently in place for
termination of parental rights to see what changes could be made to
facilitate the process. The Subcommittee also gave a high priority to the
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recommendation that the Dep.artment of Social Services quarterly monitor
the progress towards termination of parental rights on each case.
Department of Social Services Response:
The Department is interested in conducting a comprehensive evaluation of
the termination of parental rights proceds and is working on ways to
identify resources to support such d study. According to thE Department,
training, support and activities directed at reducing dei-ays will be the types
of initiatives undertaken once the agency better understands which partb of
the. termination process need to be enhanced. Budget constraints have
limited the amount of training and on-going support that the office of
General Counsel is able to provide to-the-couhties on termination of
parental rights.
Vll. Relative Adoption
The Permanency Planning and Birth Parent and Adoption Divisions ofthe Department of Social Services must establish guidelines and
criteria for the assessment of relatives as permanent adoptive
families for children who cannot return to their pdrents.
FCRB Ad Hoc Findings:
- The purpose of establishing permanent plans for children is to insure that
lftey leave the foster care system as safely and as rapidly as possible.When possible, extended faniily should always be the firsl cohsideiation for
initial out-of-home placemenf to reduce clisruption in the child's life.
However, once children remain in foster care for extended periods of time,
the need for a long-term commitment to the child shouid become thd
primgry focus, nqt jus! the willingness of a family member to take a child
into his home. The Review Board determineO ihat in most cases, after
determining that a child cannot return home, the agencv prefers to transfer
legat custddy to an identified retative rainei inl-n 6rjisulno ine ;orepermanent alternative of adoption with that relativ'e or viitn another
adoptive family. Legal or financial assistance from the Department of
Social Services is rarely available to relatives who wish to adbpt children
placed in their care by the Department. The Ad Hoc Adoption bommittee
was unable to determine clear policy directives from the Department of
Social Services on the subject of relatiVe adoptions.
US Department of Heath and Human Services Barriers Report:
- Barriers to Frgein.g Children. for Adoption found that one significant
administrative barrier to securing permanence for children was thE failure
of states to locate and facilitate ieiative adoptions for children in the foster
care. system. The- repo.rt. determined that delays in locating possible
relative placements for children immediately upon entry into fost6r bare too
gftqn delayed.future permanency planning- attempts. The agency's failureto immediately collect and maintain information about the lobation of
relatives and missing parents who are not actively involved in family
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treatment can create serious legal delays when trying to free a child for
adoption. The report recommends that states try early in the process to
identify relatives who might be willing to adopt children to secure
permanency early in the foster care process.
Department of Social Services Response:
The Department of Social Services is aware that national standards on
placement of children in the homes of relatives are being developed and
the Department plans to incorporate these standards as agency
procedures are revised. The Department maintains that the reason legal
and financial assistance is not offered to relatives who wish to adopt is that
the Department does not provide assistance to non-relative adoptive
families who adopt non-special needs children in the custody of the
Department of Social Services.
The issue of relative care is currently being addressed by the Children,
Family and Adult Services Advisory Committee. This group will develop
intern-al guidelines which will increase a relative's awareness of the benefits
of adoption and communicate a common positive message to relatives
about the adoption process.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
REGARDING AREAS OF CONCERN AND
DEIAYS TO PERMANENCE
January 1, 1991 - December31,19g1
l Federal Section 427 requirements do not apply to children in private toster care placements because the
Federal law applies only to children in public foster care.
The South Garolina Children's Foster Care Review Bo_ard System is mandated bySC Code Section.2o-7.-2376.et.seq..to report annually to the General nssemOty
any deficiencies identified during'the ccjurse of case review in the custodidl
agency's efforts to acquire a peimanent home for each child in foster care orprospective adoptive placement. The written advisory recommendation issued bv
the local Review Board on each case indicates any deficiencies identified on thdtcase. Such deficiencies are described as Are-as of Concern or Delays to
Permanence.
Since q nlajor !o..cus of the Foster Care Review Board System is to help systemsto work for children, the identification and analysis of significant tiarriers or
concerns which may prevent timely, permanent placement is-essential. Areas ofConcern are defined as violations of federal law, 'state law or public aoencv policv
which have been determined by the Foster Caie Review Bo'ard to bt- siiirniiicinibarriers.in the provision of peimanency planning services to children i"n foster
care. The definitions for the Areas of Concern are presented on pages 32-38 ofthis report. Delays to Permanence are noted on cdses in which ineiocat goard
determines that there have been unnecessary delays in the completion of apermanent plan for a child. Statistical data regbrding -Delays to Permanence arepresented on pages 40-42 of this report.
Data regarding statewide comparative statistics on the percentaqe of cases with
Areas of concern and Delays to permanence are described on pige 43.
Please note that altnouqf.jhe.Department of Social Services holds custody and
service delivery re^sPonsibility for ihe 4636 children in public foster care revi'eweO
by the.Boards in 1991, the Department of Social Servic'es is not responsible for all
of the barriers or deficiencies'mentioned in this report. Service Oelivery to foster
children involves t.!9^gotp!ex interaction of Lngny sysJems, any one of ri,nicn miybe a.contributing factor which prolongs a chird's -stay in fosier iare.
Areas of Goncern
lor pqrpgses_of data analysis, the twenty Areas of Concern tracked bv the FosterGare Review Board durinEj 1991 are divicied into three categories: -'
1) ytolqfiols of Federal statutory requirements related to Section 427 otPublic Law g6-2721 and S.C. Code Section 20-7-766;
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2) violations of State law in regard to untimely merit hearings, non-compliance
with court orders and violations of regulations related to foster care review
that have been enacted by the General Assembly; and
3) violations of programmqtig policies. and procedures established by public
agencies related to the delivery of child welfare services.
Statewide totals for each Area of Concern and associated percentages are
presented in Table I on page 31 of this report. Totalq and perce!'llaggs for each
bounty and area adoption office are presented in Table ll and Table lll on pages
34-39.
AREAS OF CONCERN
CATEGORY I
- No timely foster care review: agency worker absqnt 2
- Child's ehtry into foster care not reported timely 3
- No timely judicial review t 
-
No writtencase plan for the child s
No written case plan established within 60 {ays
Case plan speciiieO for child not complete 7
- No time frame for completion of child;s permanent plan 8
- No progress on permanent Plan'
Areas of Concern identified in the first category relate to the procedural
safequards for children in foster care which are outlined by Federal law and
reouired bv S.C. Code Section 20-7-766. Section 427 of PL96-272 contains theq Tr y
coie of the 1980 foster care reforms passed by the federal government. Thigs
section provides that for each fiscal year after 1980, a state may receive federall l .9 .a .
incentive funds only if it has met specified conditions of the public law. The.Areas
of Concern cited by the Foster Care Review Board in this category are violations
of the established orocedures which the federal oovernment monitors durinq thef li p g t g
zsc rcRs Reg. 24-23(8)
3sc rcRg R€g.2+tz(A)
4SC CoO" Section *7-7€jf,i PL$-272 Section 471 (a)(16); PLX|-272 Section a75(5Xc); Failure to c-onduct
timely judicial reviews can bo documented as a violation of state law as well as a violation of federal requir€ments.
Statistical data tracked in this category includes boih stato and federal violations in this area.
sPLg}-nzSeaion a71(a)(16); PL*t-z7zSestion 475(1); PL 96272 Section 475(5XA)
6Pt 96-eze-S"crion 471(a)(1611; PL96-272 Section a75(1); PL 96-272 Section 475(5)(4; DSS Directive Memo
TPLgf.|ztzSection 471(a)(16); PLs6i2Tzsection a7s(1); PL 96-272 Section 475 (5)(A) & (B)
8pt g6-eze secrion 471(a)(16); PLsFi272 Section 475(s)(B)
9pt gGaze section 475(sxB)
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routine audits of the Department of Social Services. Failure to meet federal
compliancg standarcls, as identified during the routine 427 audits, could result in
the loss of millions of dollars in federal funds to the State of South Carolina. The
ne)ft FederalAudit conducted in South Carolina will be based on cases of children
in foster care from October, 1990 through October 1991. The Foster Gare Review
PoaF, as in prevjo^us.audits,.will provi-le available information, as requested, tothe Department of social Services to assist with the 1gg0-91 audit.
CATEGORY II
- No timely ten day hearing held on child's case 10
- Notimely merit hearing held on child's case 11
- Non-compliance with court orders
- No court orders presented at review 12
- Interested pafties not invited to attend reviews 13
- Interested parties invited to attend reviews not given three week notice la
- No notice of non-concurrence with Review Board recommendation submitted ls
- No psychologicals presented at review 16
- Adoption complaint not filed timely 17
Thg se.cqnd category add.resses the following violations of state law in regard to
untimely ten day and.merit hearings, non-compliance with court orders, vidiations
o],timg.frames specified by. tlq adoption statute.and violations of iegulations
related to foster care review that have been enacted by the General Asseilrbly:
1) south 
.carolina code section 20-T-610 requires that a hearing, todetermine if emergency protective custody wai warranted on all children
who enter foster care through emergency protective custody, be held
within ten days of the removal.
2) South Carolina Code Section ?9-7-736 requires that a hearing on the
merits of a child's removal be held within 40 d'ays;
3) South Carolina Code Section 20-7-2379 requires that the Foster Care
Review Board report to the Family Court on'the status of court ordered
treatment plans;
10SC Coo" Seaion 2O7€tO; SC @de Section *z-7lf'
11SC CoO" gEction 2G7€10; SC Code Section &7-7fi
l2rcnB Reg. 2a-15(p); SG Famity Court Rute 26(G)
l3FcRB Reg. 24-9
l4rcRB Reg.2+9
lsFCRg Reg. 2+g5 also S. C. Code Seqtion 
'd.-7-2gg1
l6rcng Reg.2+1s(OXR)
17SC Cod" Section *z-17i$
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4)
5)
the issuance of a Recommendation by the Foster Care Review Board is
predicated upon the receipt of appropriate information from the presenting
agency; therefore, specific information to be provided for each review by
th-e presenting agency is outlined in regulations promulgated pursuant to
South Carolina Code Section 20-7-2379.
Foster Gare Review Board Regulation 24-9 requires that certain interested
parties be invited to attend case reviews and that these parties receive at
least three weeks advance notice of the date and time for the review in
order that they may make arrangements to participate in the review if they
choose to do so.
CATEGORY III
- Agency policy or procedure violation 18
- lnaccurate Information Presented at Review 19
- Other
The third category focuses on areas of socialwork practice in South Carolina that
are not directly related to PL 96-272 requirements, or casework concerns that are
not specifically addressed by Foster Care Review Board statute. Areas of
Goncern in this area dealwith violations of public agency policy regarding service
delivery to foster children and their families. These programmatic Areas of
Concein reflect inadequacies in the funding and/or delivery of services to foster
children. Although there are no federal or state sanctions for violations in this
area,the long term impact on children and families can be extremely detrimental.
18SC Coo" Section &7-1790
19SC Coa" Section 2o-7-17g
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TABLE I
STATEWIDE AREAS OF CONCERN
January 1, 1991 - December 31, 1991
NUMBER OF REVIEWS FOR TIME PERIOD: 8828
% TOTAL REVIEWS WITH AREAS OF CONCERN: 38.6
CATEGORY I
NO TIMELY FCRB: CW ABSENT
ENTRY NOT REPORTED TIMELY
NO TIMELY JUDICIAL REVIEW
NO CASE PI.AN
NO CASE PIAN WTHIN 60 DAYS
INCOMPLETE CASE PI-AN
NO TIME FRAME FOR PERM. PI.AN
NO PROGRESS ON PERMANENT PI.AN
Sublotal
15
100
1088
156
367
751
73
79
2629
0.3
2.0
22.2
3.2
7.5
15.3
1.5
1.6
53.6
CATEGORY II
NO TIMELY TEN DAY HEARING
NO TIMELY MERIT HEARING
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDER
NO COURT ORDER AT REVIEW
PARTIES NOT INVITED TO ATTEND
NO THREE WEEK NOTICE TO PARTIES
NO NON-CONCURRENCE SUBMITTED
NO PSYCHOLOGICALS AT REVIEW
ADOPTION COMPISINT NOT FILED TIMELY
Subtotal
42
218
385
267
206
32
186
24
42
1402
0.9
4.5
7.9
c.5
4.2
0.7
3.8
0.5
a€
28.9
CATEGORY III
AGENCY POL| CY/PROC. VtOl_ATlON
INACCURATE INFORMATION AT REVIEW
OTHER
Subtotal
832
4
27
863
17.0
0.1
0.6
17.7
TOTALS:
31
100.0
SC CHILDREN'S FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD
1991 AREAS OF CONCERN DEFINITIONS
1. NO TIMELY TEN DAY HEARING
SC Code Secfibn 20-7-610
2. NO TIMELY MERIT
SC Code Section 20-7-610
SC Code Sectrbn 20-7-736
NO TIMELY JUDICIAL REVIEW
SC Code Section 20-7-766
PL 9&272-Section 47 1 (a) ( 1 6)
PL 96-272-Section 475(5)(c)'
4. NON.COMPLIANCE WITH COURT ORDER
5. ADOPTION COMPI.AINT NOT FILED TIMELY
SC Code Section 2G7-1730
ENTRY NOT REPORTED TIMELY
FCRB Reg.24-17(A)
NOTIMELY FCRB: WORKER ABSENT
FCBB Reg.2a-8(B)
INTERESTED PARTIES NOT INVITED
FCRB Reg.2tl-9
NO THREE WEEKS NOTICE
FGRB Reg.24-9
10. NO COURTORDERAT REVIEW
FCRB Reo.24-15(P)
SC Famiti Court Ri.tle 26(C)
The Ten Dav Hearino was not comoleted
within the t0 dav tim-e frame stipuldted bv
law or has not b'een held at all.'
Merit hearino was not completed within the
,10 day timeYrame stipulated by law or has
not b6en held at all. '
Judicial reviewwas not held within time
frames stipulated bv state or federal
requiremelnts or has not been held at all.
Agency is not in compliance with court order.
Adootive olacement aoreements have been
sion'ed anh the adooti6n complaint was not
fil6d within the time'frame stioulated bv law
or has not been filed at all.
Child's entrv into foster care was not
reported on time to schedule a timely review
per statute.
A review was not held because the
caseworker (or designated agency
personnel) was not present to mal(e a
lrresentatibn to the Review Board.
Review was continued because interested
parties specified bv Review Board
iegulatiohs were nbt invited to the review.
Interested parties invited to the review did
not receive! three weeks advance notice as
required.
A hearinq was held at least 30 davs prior to
the Revidw Board meetino and copV of the
court order was not availdble
7.
8.
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11. NO PSYCHOLOGICALAT REVIEW
FCRB Reo.2il-15 (d(R)(30 days6ur interhal grtiaefine)
12. NO NON-CONCURRENCE SUBMITTED
FCRB Reo.2tl-35
SC Code3e ction 2G7-239 1
13. NO CASE PI.AN
PL 9&272-Section 47 t h) ( 1 6)
PL 9&272-Section 47Sl {)'
P L 96.27 z-Secti o n 47 5( 5) (A)
14. INCOMPLETE CASE PI.AN
15. NO CASE PLAN WITHIN 60 DAYS
DSS Directive Memo D88-210
PL 9&272-Section 47 1 (d ft 6)
P L 96272-Section 47 5l fi'
P L 9&272-Section 47 5(Q (A)
16. NOTIME FRAME
PL 9&272-Section a7 t h) fi 6)
P L I 6-27 2-Secti on 47 5(q @J
17. POLTCY/PROCEDURE VtOt-ATtON
A psycholoqical evalution was comoleted at
le6sf30 day-s priorto review and a copv of
this repoft wab not available for the R6vleur
Board'as per regulation.
Agency dU not submlt a wrltten non-
concunence withln 21 davs of recelot of theprevlar Review Board reiommenddtion as
p€r statute.
A case plan was not presented to the Review
Board dt the time of the review. or the time
frames on the most recent casb olan
document have expired. (lf a cabe olan lspresented, but a copy ls nbt provirJ6d to the
Revlew Board at thd flme of the review. this is
cited as a policy and procedure violation.)
Treatment obiectfues were not defined In the
case plan; th6 case plan was not sioned bv
the pdrent(s) and th6re was no indidation 6s
to why that'ivas not possible: or other oafts
of ths3016 C;ase Pldn docufpntwere'
Incomplete.
A case plan was not initiated with the
parent(S) within the first 60 davs ofplqqepent as per agency policy and federalguneilnes.
A time frame for completion of the
permanent plan was hot stated on the case
plan document.
Violations of DSS policies/orocedures as
outlined in aoencV policv inanuals were
documentefduring the inse review.
No proqress was rnade to achieve
perman-ent plan within the past six months.
Information ls provkled afterthe review
which contradicts infonnation presented
during the revlew.
Case specific concerns that do not fall Into
abore (ateqories. These usuallv aoolv to
case work iSsues fi.e.. siblinq reinaidido in
home determinedlo be at ri5k. needs d
foster child not being met, fosier child not
enrolled in schoolfoT unrdasonaHe perlod of
tlme).
PL 9&272-Section 47 t h) ( 1 6)
PL gh272-Section 47 5l fl'
P L e c272 - S e c.ti,g n 47 s( 5) (A) & ( B)
42 U.5.C.675(1)
18. NO PROGRESS PERMANENT P|jN
P L 9G272- Secti on 47 5 (5) (B)
19. INACCURATE INFORMATION AT REVIEW
20. OTHER
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TABLE II
SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN'S FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD
AREAS OF CONCERN
COMPARATIVE STATISTICS 1 99G1 991
COUNTY
% Reviews 06 Reviews # OF # OF
w/AOC w/AOC Reviews Reviews
1990 1991 1990 1991 COUNTY
% Reviews % Reviews # OF # OF
w/AOC w/AOC Reviews Revlews
1990 1991 1990 1991
ABBEVILLE 42.0%
AIKEN 57.8%
ALLENDALE 77j%
ANDERSON 16.5%
BAMBERG 68.306
BARNWELL 54.5%
BEAUFORT 77.4%
BERKELEY 67.1%
CALHOUN 25.8o/o
CHARLESTON 54.7O/O
CHEROKEE 18.9%
CHESTER 27.5%
CHESTERFIELD 34.5%
CI.ARENDON 29.1%
coLLEroN 26.1%
DARLINGTON 17.6%
DILLON 41.7%
DORCHESTER 55.4%
EDGEFIELD 85.7%
FAIRFIELD 17.9OA
FLORENCE 71.8%
GEORGETOWN 17.1%
GREENVILLE 33.9%
AREAADOPTIONS
Area Adopt I
Area Adopt ll
Area Adopt lll
59.204
50%
31.2o/o
12j% 69
59.2o/o 410
53.306 48
20.4% 322
28.OoA 41
14.3% 44
59.1% 199
8.2% 210
44.8% 31
58.5% 569
32.5% 106
16.8% 102
8.0% 84
43.8% 110
23.2o,h 6C'
35.806 125
23.2% 72
47.9% 112
70.0% 42
32.3% 56
60.5% 2n
40.0% 105
46.0% 47
41.3%
30.0%
12.50h
GREENWOOD 26.9%
HAMPTON
HORRY
JASPER
35.1%
39.4%
58.1%
KERSHAW 23.8%
TANCASTER 21.5%
I-AURENS 22.6%
LEE 42.9%
LEXINGTON 21.9%
MARION 36.6%
MARLBORO 25.7%
MCCORMTCK 22.2%
NEWBERRY 5O.O%
OCONEE 51.0%
ORANGEBURG 10.3%
P|CKENS 65.2%
RtcHt-AND 56.9%
SALUDA 60.4%
SPARTANBURG 33.9%
SUMTER 35.4%
uNfoN 25.0%
WILLIAMSBURG 6,4%
YORK 29.0%
66
486
60
318
50
49
203
217
29
571
120
107
75
130
@
95
69
119
/m
65
314
110
450
11.9%
24.2%
68.5%
25.8%
29.5%
15.5%
43.5%
n.o%
29.9%
13.1%
12.5%
35.7%
78.3%
34.0%
12.2%
53.5%
43.2%
52.0%
4.6%
40.6%
38.9%
53.8%
53.4%
52
37
363
43
63
144
53
35
lzt6
112
171
45
14
153
1U
89
925
134
41
158
16
69
186
42
66
410
31
61
110
62
35
117
153
152
42
23
141
237
86
916
150
42
192
18
65
221
52
74
60
82
94
55
80
50
56
103
4
53
Area Adopt lV
Area Adopt V
Area Adopt Vl
N.2%
46.8%
21.8%
23.1%
4.6%
16.7%
* Areas of Concern are defined as violations of law or agency policy
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TABLE III
AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JAI''{UARY t, 1991 - DECEMBER 31, 1991
E;EqE'trtHHHEHHEtr-04g!1.
Category I
No Timely FCRB: C\V Abscnr
Entry not Rcportcd Timcly
No Timcly Judicial Rcvicw
No Casc Plan
No Casc Plan {in 60 Dap
Incomplctc Case Plan
No Timc Framc for Pcrmancnt Plan
No Progrcss on Pcrmancnt Plan
Sub -Total
-lI
2
1242812
2-l
; _::;
l463EL7
5
2
1
t
5
92
I
- 
zI
s73
5
t2
s 216
;:
831))
42
ll 8
11
5-
30 4l
Category II
No TimclyTcn Day Hearing
No Timcly Merit
Non-C-ompliancc with Court Order
No Court Ordcr at Rcvicw
Intcrested Partics Not Invitcd
No Thrcc Wcck Noticc to Partics
No Non-Concurrcncc
No Psychologicals at Rcvicw
Adopt. Complaint Not Fited
Sub-Total
1-
J-
l-
15 1
20 I
.,
4
6
E
t
I
I
14
17
I
I
I
I
I
I
)
4
5
?s
43
20
I7
I
6
I
3 llE
2-
65
2-
110
11 n
J
Category trI
Agcncy Policy/Proc Violation
Incorrcct Info at Rcvicw
Othcr
Sub.Total
6
1
923
923
I
;
106 11
:-5-
lu ll
Totals:
Areas of Conccrn
Number of Childrcn.
Revicnr of Children..
Rcviccc of Childrcn { Areas of Conccrn
% Revies w/Arcas of Conccrn
,f0 l5 7 L2 40 l0 t 445 SZ 72
57 41 48 46 57 50 38 ?58 30 191
80 50 56 52 74 60 6 468 60 318
33157123:t1082n3265
4lJ 30.0 r2s 23.1 U.6 te7 tll 59J 533 20A
.IndicatcsanUnduP|icatcdcountofthcnunrbcrofchi|drc;oo.
" Indicatcs thc total number of rcvicrr,s conductcd for thc timc pcriod; somc children rcccivc morc than onc rcvicw during thc calcndar ycar.
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TABLE III
AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JAIIUARY 1, 1991 - DECEMBER 31, 1991
eElz
HHEE55d8
z
HHH
HE F HFtzb)4SndEtrt trt trl trl
Category I
No Timcly FCRB: Clil Abscnt
Entry not Rcportcd Timcly
No Trmcly Judicial Revicw
No Casc Plan
No Casc Plan W/in 60 Dap
Incomplctc Casc Plan
No fimc Framc for Pcrmancnt Plan
No Progrcss on Permancnt Plan
Sub . Total
4
J
3
10
a
3
43
n39
1024
928
37 57
3
95
96 1s9
21492
134
-n16
34810
-5
-z)
5 2t;3 t2
1-
511-
3-2L3
1-
4-5-
13 I
1-
tl2404
Category II
No Timcly Tcn Day Hcaring
No Timcly Mcrit
Non-Compliancc with Court Ordcr
No Court Ordcr at Rcvicw
Intcrcstcd Partics Not Invitcd
No Thrcc Wcck Notice to Parties
No Non4oncurrcnce
No Pqrchologicals at Rcvicw
Adopt. Complaint Not Filcd
Sub.Total
I
J
4
I
I
8
25
7
4
1
l6
3
g
J
15
27
8
5
5
I
7l
4
2
6
7
l8
1
18
.,
2l
4
7
I
3
10
-14
- 
5t
I42
242
13
-22
2
3 t72
'r-
4-
I
61
Category Itr
Agcncy Policy/Proc Violation
Incorrcct Info at Rcvicw
Othcr
Sub.Total
4
;
5
t
52
<t
8
;
t2
;
7L
1
3
7S
39
I
40
34
;;
Totals:
Arces ol Concern
Numbgrof Childrcn'
Rcvicws of Childrcn"
Revicws of Qrildrcn { Arcas of Conccrn
% Rcviews {Arees of Conccrn
tE 9 2t2 n0 16 510 62 20
27 24 111 130 16 331 70 57
50 49 203 2r7 29 571 120 r07
14 7 r20 148 13 3v 39 15
28.0 l4J 59.1 62 ,l.lj 585 325 l6J
T6/ lt
,4n,|{)
75 130 69
65116
&0 43J 232
a lndicatcs an unduplicated clunt of thc numbcr of childrcn rcvicrpcd in cach county/arca during thc timc pcriod.
.. Indicatcs thc total numbcr of rcvicws conductcd for thc timc pcriod; somc childrcn rccrivc morc than onc rcvicw during thc calcndar ycar.
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TA.BLE III
AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JANUARY 1, 1991 - DECEMBER 31, 1991
7 Fq E
EgEHgsFEgHH$
Category I
No Timcly FCRB: Oil Abscnt
Ertry not Rcportcd Timcly
No Timely Judicial Revicw
No Case Plan
No Casc Plan {in 60 Dap
Incomplctc Casc Plan
No Timc Framc for Pcrmancnt Plan
No Progress on Pcrmancnt Plan
Sub.Total
1
4517
7-1
2
9416
t-
21937
6
I
5
t2
20
2y2
536
46
-21
14
I 2t9
8
t4 47
25
3v
L7 70
6
1
}f t92
6-
376
n
35
sn4
341
11 t23 s
2
3
5
Category tr
No Timcly Tcn Day Hcaring
No Timcly Mcrit
Non-Compliancc with Court Ordcr
No C.ourt Ordcr at Rcvicw
Intcrcsted Panics Not Invitcd
No Thrcc Wcck Notice to Parties
No Non-Concurrcncc
No Pqrchologicals at Rcvicw
Adopt. Complaint Not Filcd
Sub-Total
I
1
I
l0
J
J
.,
10
-4
-735
-{)Z
9323
11029
-11 -3
2-53
3
t2 39 10 7t
2-
4-
93
52
)-
l-
t-
u5
53
2y
t29 1
32 I
316
L2
61654
Category III
Agency Policy/Proc Violation
Incorrcct Info at Rcvicw
Othcr
Sub.Total
7l
6
77
31
I
32
9
I
10
l3
;
15
)
17
9
;
23
;
6
t
11
;
5
;
Totals:
Arcas of Conccrn
Number of Childrcn'
Rcvicws of Childrcn"
Rcvicun of Childrcn { Arcas of Conccrn
% Revicrvs w/Arcas of Concern
4t 19 71 34 29 7l1 s0 302 S 2t 465 14
594570233717965279?5nz,Om
95 69 n9 40 65 314 ll0 450 42 66 410 3l
34 16 S7 28 2t 190 45 207 5 16 8L 8
35.E ?32 1?.9 70.0 32J 60J 40.9 46.0 11.9 U2 6E5 25,8
' Indicatcs an unduplicatcd count of thc numbcr of childrcn rcvicncd in cach county/area during thc time pcriod.
" Indicatcs thc total numbcr of rwicuc conductcd for thc timc pcriod; somc children rccrivc morc than onc rcvicw during thc calcndar ycar.
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TABLE III
AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JANUARY L, L991 - DECEMBER 31, 1991.
(,gi)
trl!4 Elt{oz2o(.) Eoo
20x
s a H E HE 13 s E
nFE atoq)frg 3 3
Category I
No Timcly FCRB: CIV Abscnt
Entry not Rcported Timcly
No Trmcly Judicial Rcvicw
No Casc Plan
No C-asc Plan {in 60 Dap
Incomplctc Casc Plan
No Timc Framc for Pcrmancnt Plan
No Prograss on Permancnt Plan
Sub.Total
5
)
6
1
12
7
I
8
5
2
l0
1
l8
4
4
6
4
7
4
4
1
26
5
1
6
4
t6
1
6
T
I
9
l0
)
l0
)
)
I
17
1-
233
J-
4-
28
I
33 t2
Category II
No Timcly Tcn Day Hcaring
No Timcly Mcrit
Non-Compliancc with Court Ordcr
No Coun Ordcr at Rcvicw
Intcrcstcd Partics Not Invitcd
No Thrcc Wcek Noticc to Partics
No Non-Concurrence
No Psychologicals at Rcrriew
Adopt. Complaint Not Filcd
Sub-Total
I
7
5
6
2
1
1
t
1
6
)
6
l4
I
I
't
J
4
I
I
9
)
J
6
1
I
1
4
I
4-
t2
4l
J-
63
-1
lt8
Category III
Agency Policy/Proc Violation
Incorrcct Info at Rcvicw
Othcr
Sub.Total ,
J
3
9
;
.,
)
4
;
4
;
)
3
5
)
2
69
;;
Totals:
Arcas of Concern
Numbcr of Childrcn'
Rcviccc of Childrcn"
Rcvicurs of Childrcn { Arcas of Conccrn
% Rcvios w/Areas of Concern
2t173s741222tlt2ts729
3770%2069889323l079t42
61 110 62 35 t17 153 152 42 23 141 237
181727735m191518,|829
29.5 1s5 43J 20.0 299 l3.l 12J 35.7 783 3{.0 t22
' lndicatcs an unduplicatcd count of thc numbcr of childrcn rcvicwcd in cach county/arca during thc timc pcriod.
" Indicatcs thc total numbcr of rcviews conducted for thc timc pcriod; somc childrcn rcccirrc morc than onc rcvicw during thc calcndar )rcar.
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TABLE III
AREAS OF CONCERN BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JAI.IUARY t,tggt - DECEMBER 31., 1991
.,.,2EEEi#?;3 F z fi 3 E P
H g3 HHE HF H EH a
Category I
No Timcly FCRB: C1[f Abscnt
Entry not Rcported Timcly
No Timcly Judicial Rcvicw
No Casc Plan
No Casc Plan flin 60 Dap
Incompletc Casc Plan
No Time Framc for Pcrmancnt Plan
No Prograss on Pcrmancnt Plan
Sub. Total
2-
-20
14 198
l3
127
13 45
1-
1l
33 291
7
L4 4l
52
635
15 67
311
3l
46 161
2l
8
J
32
4
L22
33
2-
a1
23
;;
J
39
-4
I 'rn
l-
636
15
- 
100
1@
156
x7
- 
751
73
79
-- 2629
Category [I
No Timcly Tcn Day Hcaring
No Timely Mcrit
Non-Compliancc with Court Ordcr
No Court Ordcr at Rcvicw
Intcrested Partics Not Invitcd
No Thrcc Wcck Noticc to Partics
No Non-Concurrcncc
No Pslrchologicals at Rcvicw
Adopt. Complaint Not Filed
Sub-Toral
2
6
)
8
I
)
9
36
35
14
35
4
I
I
8
4
10
)
I
30
I
1
19
J
24
I
9
58
)
ll
8
J
9
1
I
4l
I
22 13E
33
7S
816
2L3
?o
-23
11 1
;,,;
I
.,
1
I
42
2t8
_ 385
- 
267
2M
32
- 
186
u
42
-- 1102
Category trI
Agcncy Policy/Proc Violation
Incorrcct lnfo at Rcview
Othcr
Sub-Total
r03
2-
t23
49z.2
;;;
7
I
I
90
x
?s
I
26
4
4
42
o,
832
4
-27
- 
t6:l
Totals:
Areas of Conccrn
Numbcr of Childrcn'
Rcvicurs of Orildrcn"
Rcviccc of Children { Arcas of Conccrn
% Revians {Areas of Concern
63 526 102 26E 97 10 60 191 3t
y 554 84 257 rlz 10 38 146 429
86 976 150 42 r92 18 65 m 84t
46 396 78 197 78 7 35 u8 A
535 432 52.0 +1.6 40.6 38.9 53.E 53.4 3.4
4
38
48
4
&4
-- 4E9{
| 52t6
1 E82t
-xu
- 
3&68
' Indicates an unduplicated count of thc numbcr of childrcn rcvicwcd in cach county/arca during in-iimc pc;oO.
" Indicatcs thc total numbcr of rcvicws conductcd for thc timc pcriod; sonrc childrcn rcccirre morc than onc rcvicw during thc calcndar ]rcar.
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Delays to Permanence
During 1991 the Foster Care Review Board tra_cked specific systemic.barriers that
delay-permanence for children. The Delay to Permanence cdtegory is defined as
the iobal Board's opinion as to whethbr there were unnecessary 
. 
delays in
implementation of the permanent plan for the child during the six months prior to
the Board's review of the child's case.
Effective January 1, 1991, the Review Board tracked data on Delays to
Permanence in four subcategories: Permanency Planning, Adoption, Legal and
Third ParW. This subdivision of the Delay to Permanence data was implemented
in cooperation with the Department of Scicial Services to present systeinic delays
in a child's case in a fair and equitable manner.
Statewide statistical data tracked for each of these categories is provided in Table
lV. Table V provides totals and percentages by county.or area adoption office in
each delay category.
TABLE IV
STATEWIDE DELAYS TO PERMANENCE
January 1, 1991 - December 31, 1991
NUMBER OF REVIEWS FOR TIME PERIOD: 8828
% TOTAL REVIEWS WITH DEI-AYS TO PERMANENCE: 17.6
PERMANENCY PI.ANNING
THIRD PARTY
LEGAL
ADOPTION
TOTAL
u2
449
't87
162
1640
51.3
27.4
11.4
9,9
100.0
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TABLE V
DELAYS TO PERMANENCE BY PARTY HOLDTNG LEGAL CUSTODY
JANUARY 1, 1991 - DECEMBER 31, 1991
LOCATION
PERMANENCY
PI.ANNING
DEI.AYS
THIRD
PARW
DEljYS
LEGAL
DEI.AYS
ADOPTION TOTAL
DEUYS DEI-AYS
TOTAL %REI/IEWS
REVTEWS ryDEt-AYS
AREA I
ARFAII
AREAIII
AREA lV
ARF4V
AREAVI
ABBB/ILLE
AIKEN
ALLENDALE
ANDERSON
BAMBERG
BART.IWELL
BEAUFORT
BERKELF/
CATHOUN
CHARLESTON
CHEROKEE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CI-ARENOON
COLLETON
DARUNGTON
DILLON
DORCHESTER
EDGERELD
FAIRFIELD
1
5
8ri1
15
3
8
I
49
3
79
I
4
11
5
19
15
11
t0
9
10
1
5
12
4
3
2
25
2
4
9
1
45
4
6
2
15
6
5
3
6
2
5
2
1
2
1
3
2
17
1
1
15
26
5
6
1
15
13
3
6
N
5
I
102
18
56
7
16
52
80
4
153
n
9
6
28
11
30
4
21
13
21
80
50
56
52
74
60
66
/168
@
318
50
49
203
217
a
571
r20
107
75
130
G'
95
69
119
l()
65
17.5
26.0
5.4
11.5
25.7
8.3
12.1
rc.5
28.3
16.0
14.0
26.5
25.6
33.2
13.8
25.2
15.8
8.4
8.0
n.8
15.9
28.4
s.8
17.6
32.5
24.6
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TABLE V
DETAYS TO PERMANENCE BY PARTY HOLDING LEGAL CUSTODY
JANUARY 1, 1991 - DECEMBER 31, 1991
LOCATION
PERMANENCY THIRO
PLANNING PARTY
OELAYS DEI.AYS
LEGAL
DEI.AYS
ADOPTION TOTAL
DEI.AYS DEI.AYS
TOTAL %REVIEWS
RF/rEWS W/OE|-AYS
FLORENCE
GEORGETOWN
GREET.IVII LE
GREEI.IWOOD
HAMPTON
HORRY
JASPER
KERSHAW
I.ANCASTER
TAURENS
LEE
LE(lNGTON
MARION
MARLBORO
MCCORMICK
NEWBERRY
OCONEE
ORANGEBURG
PICKENS
RICHI.ANO
SALUOA
SPARTANBURG
SUMTER
UNION
WLL!{MSBURG
YORK
41
I
48
1
7
75
3
2
3
D
6
4
4
5
4
10
6
8
98
30
40
11
1
6
E
11
7
n
3
2
16
4
3
J
I
7
14
10
.t
1
7
5
o5
14
a
1t
7
11
2
12
18
1
2
3
5
5
a.
2
16
32
9
16
5
1
54
15
85
4
I
110
8
12
6
9
16
tl
18
13
8
4
12
34
14
234
55
8S)
33
1
13
44
314
110
450
42
66
410
31
61
110
62
35
117
153
152
42
23
141
237
85
916
150
442
192
18
65
221
17.5
13.6
17.8
9.5
13.6
25.1
2,.6
19.7
5.5
14.5
45.7
8.5
10.5
8.6
19.0
17.4
8.5
13.5
16.3
n.7
34.0
19.9
17.2
5.6
20.0
17.6
3
1
6
a
39
2
4
6
3
42
TABLE VI
AREAS OF CONCERN AND DELAYS TO PERMANENCE
1 991 COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
January 1, 1991 - December 31, 1991
TOTAL REVIEWS FOR TIME PERIOD: 8828
PERCENTAGE OF REVIEWS WITH AREAS OF CONCERN: 38.6
PERCENTAGE OF REVIEWS WITH DELAYS TO PERMANENCE: r7.6
TOTAL CHILDREN REVIEWED: 5216
COUNTY
ABBEVILLE
AIKEN
ALLENDALE
ANDERSON
BAMBERG
BARNWELL
BEAUFORT
BERKELEY
CALHOUN
CHARLESTON
CHEROKEE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CI.ARENDON
COLLETON
DARLINGTON
DILLON
DORCHESTER
EDGEFIELD
FAIRFIELD
FLORENCE
GEORGETOWN
GREENVILLE
AREAADOPTIONS
Area Adoption I
Area Adoption ll
Area Adoption lll
0,6 Reviews % Reviews # OF
w/AOG w/DTP REVIEWS COUNTY ",6 Reviews{AOC
0,6 Reviews #
w/DTP REVIE
'12.10/o
59.2o/o
53.306
20.4o.4
28.0o/o
14.3o/o
59.106
oi.2olo
44.8o/o
58.5olo
32.5o/o
16.806
8.00,6
43.8%
23.2%
35.8-6
23.2o/o
47.90/o
70.0o/o
32.3o/o
60.5-6
40.9o/o
46.0%
12.1o/o
20.5o/o
28.3o/o
16.0o/o
14.0o/o
26.5o/o
25.60/0
33.2o/o
13.8olo
25.2o/o
15.906
8.4o/o
8.006
20.8o/o
15.9/o
28.4o/o
5.8o/o
17.60/o
32.50/o
24.60/o
17.5o/o
13.606
't7.80/o
66
468
60
318
50
49
203
217
29
571
120
107
75
130
69
95
69
119
40
65
314
110
450
1',| .90/o
24.2o/o
68.5olo
25.8o/o
29.iVo
15.506
43.5o/o
20.Oo/o
29.9o/o
13.1o'4
'12.504
35.7o/o
78.3%
34.0o/o
12.2o/o
53.5olo
43.20/o
52.0o/o
44.60/0
40.60/o
38.9%
53.8%
53.4o/o
23.1o/o
44.6o/o
16.7o/o
41.3o/o
30.0%
12.SVo
17.5o/o
26.0o/o
5.4o/o
52
74
60
80
50
56
GREENWOOD
HAMPTON
HORRY
JASPER
KERSHAW
I.ANCASTER
I.AURENS
LEE
LEXINGTON
MARION
MARLBORO
MCCORMICK
NEWBERRY
OCONEE
ORANGEBURG
PICKENS
RICHI-AND
SALUDA
SPARTANBURG
SUMTER
UNION
WILLIAMSBURG
YORK
Area Adoption lV
Area Adoption V
Area Adoption Vl
9.506 42
13.60lo 66
25.1o/o 410
22.60/0 31
19.7o/o 61
5.5% 110
14.5o4 62
45.7o/o 35
8.506 117
10.5% 153
8.60lo 152
19.006 42
17.4% 23
8.5o/o 141
13.5% 237
16.306 86
23.7% 916
34.00,/0 150
19.906 442
17.204 192
5.606 18
20.ooa 65
17.60,/0 221
11.50/o
25.7Yo
8.3o/o
* Areas of Concern are defined as violations of law or agency policy
tt Delays to Permanence are defined as systemic delays to completion of a child's permanent plan noted by the local Fleview Board. The specific
reason for ths delay is tracked statistically as one of four categories: Permanency Planning, Adoption, Legal or Third Party.
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1991 DEMOGRAPHIC AND COMPARATIVE DATA ON THE
FOSTER CARE POPU1ATION AND REVIEW BOARD SYSTEM
The South Carolina Children's Foster Care Review Board System implemented an
in-house computer information system in 1987. Each year changes and revisions
are made, ad necessary, in data collection methods in order to enhance the
svstem and to provide- better utilization of data. Questions related to data
cbmparison shoilld be referred to the South Carolina Children's Foster Gare
Review Board System.
The Review Board conducted a total of 8828 reviews in 1991 on a total of 5216
children. This is a four percent (4"/o) increase over the number of reviews
conducted by the Review Board in 1990 and an eighteen.,percent (.18"/?) increase
over the nuniber of reviews conducted in 1987. Table A illustrates the increase in
the number of reviews conducted by the Review Board since 1987.
TABLE A
REI/|EW8 oo}{DUgrED EY FCnB 19E7 - 1991
8900
8860
8400
8160
7900
7E60
7400 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
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The number of individual reviews conducted each month in 1991 by each local
Review Board is depicted in Table B.
TABLE B
1991 REVIEWS CONDUCTED BY LOCAL REVIEW BOARDS
BOARD JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP ocT NOV DEC TOTAL
218
192
265
23i]
209
245
217
174
275
289
323
314
15()
30'lN
3crit
a2
179
271
295
314
311
265
265
215
2gl
174
lel
252
n6
28
198
62
312
256
1A 11 21 17 16 23 16 12 22 14 24 21 21181622?€7rc191321?o107182421222't23261930'f 1823?ts1928191815192515?f 252422171434?92625912-19362482138 27 14 30 19 17 17 24 13 25 17 23 194A 16 17 24 18 30 10 14 14 17 17 30 1048-2419161515-2121121714
s4452233-27?f.9363026215818?o28283017242421322819
sc?o27293124:ag_3022184117355D 22 32 30 3ri| 22 22 24 39 23 28 17 2.5E-191113169-19?015181064302s,2821 ?o18?531 34?p16?2.74232227?6221621312427,€1678-4018323Kr3123?B222821?f.8A-4449-3525-493835298B1228191627-14191215179A?o153324?,J.1618183633231598232422193135?F.13241628319c24242227232562818403027104 27 31 25 26 36 21 6 23 27 26 4it108 32 2. 26 19 2't n 30 21 21 19 t8 1611A 2. 27 23 6 22 21 27 24 24 19 18 12118 19 22 35 27 12 14 10 18 25 17 16124141728452f, 3526232831?012816-25-25-30-24-21St134197166191217131018161113822. 1921 2f 2321 15 172f.22?f.1413c10233022271913?f 23?8g/.21144 26 2, n 11 19 21 11 24 18 19 24 24148 22 19 22 18 17 A 13 12 16 21 1515A202s2919822173323?f 18?5158 31 38 22 24 18 22 28 24 U 26 22 2316A 26 2. 23 22 21 17 25 18 2, 17 17 A
TOTAIS: 682 801 877 68S 776 648 664 806 8Ot zU 755 549
What are Kids Count and Kid's Caucus?
South Carolina Kids Count !s a project designed to strengthen state and local
responses to the needs of children and families. The "KidsCount Report Cards"
provide a comprehensive overview of children's birth conditions, heirlth, school
performance, welfare and problems associated with adolescence. South Carolina
was one of the first eight states to receive a Kids Count grant from the Annie E.
Qasey Foundation. The program is directed by the Souih Carolina Budget andControl Board and othei pa-rtners in the Kids- Count project include tn-e Joint
Legislative Committee on Children, the Office of the Gbve-rnor, Children's Trust
Fund of South Carolina, Columbia Urban League, United Way of South Carolina
and the Alliance for Carolina's Children.
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Kid's Caucus was an idea that originated with the Foster Care Review Board and
grew into a statewide event for children through the support of some fifteen
public and private agencies and organizations. Volunteers serving on policy
boards dealing with children's issues from across the state met on February 15,
1992 for a conference at the Columbia Marriott. Conference participants learned
a community organization model designed to. evaluate issues and to develop
responsive community based prograrns. Participants then met in regional groups
where they examined Kids Count data to identify critical problems confronting
children and families. Efforts continue to facilitate on-going regional discussions
to build interagency communication and to forge public and private partnerships
that will improve services to children and families.
lnformation presented in the following table provides a general overview of
children monitored by the Review Board System during 1991. This table
compares selected indicators by age using the same age groupings as those
used in the Kids Count data.
TABLE C
COMPARISON OF SELECTED INDICATORS BY AGE
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who are the children reviewed by the Foster care Review Board?
Japle D compares the number of children entering, leaving and remaining activein the system from 1988 to 1991. Data for 1991 i-ndicates a slioht declinE in the
number of children entering the system and an increase in the nUmber of children
leaving the system. The total number of children who are active in the system
during the year has increased by sixteen percent (16%) since 1988.
Statistical Comparison by Age
Tables E, F, G, H and I compare the number of children who entered the Review
Board System, the number who left the system, and the number of children who
remained active in the Review Board System during 1988, 1989, 1990 and 1991.
Tabfe E shows a one hundred and eleven percent (111%) increase in the number
of infants who entered the Review Board system in 1991 compared to 1988 and a
twelve percent (12yo) increase in the number of infants entering the Review Board
System in 1991 compared to 1990. Data presented for children ages 2-5 in Table
F, children ages 6-9 in Table G and children ages 10-15 in Table H show a gradual
increase in each category. Data presented in Table I indicates a decrease in each
category for children ages 16 to 21 over the previous three years; however, 1991
shows increasing numbers in each category.
TABLE D
1988 - 1991 COMPARATIVE DATA
CHILDREN REVIEWED
6
6
4
3
2
1
o
w
1g8g
Entered
19gO
ffi t-ett WV gsfivs
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TABLE E
OOMHRISON BY AOE OROT'P
1 YEAR OLD OR tEgS
600
400
300
200
100
o 1e89 1990
I Entered ffi tett ffi 6sil\r€
460 433
367
278
261 214.
197
173 17
131
62
TABLE F
OOMMR|SON BY AOE OROI'P
2 TO 6 YEAR OLDg
1200
1000
800
800
400
200
o 1988 1989 19gO 1991
I Entered ffi Uett ffi rcttw
884
838
337 35
210
14
48
TABLE O
@MHRISON gY AOE OROUP
E TO 9 YEAR OLDS
1200
1000
800
0oo
400
200
o 1988 1989 1990 1991
I Entered W L€ft ffi ncttw
UMBER
971 991
897 890
32q.ffi 261 29
I 20 182117
TABLE H
COMFIRISON BY AOE OFOIJP
10 TO 15 YE R OLDS
2000
1600
1000
600
o 1988 1989 1990 1991
f Entered ffi tett ffi ,qctt\€
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TABLE I
GOMilRISON W AOE OFOUP
10 TO 15 YEAR OLDS
1200
1000
800
000
400
200
o
NUMBER
1988 1989 1990 1991
I EntereO ffil Uett ffi 6116
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Statistical Comparison by Race
Table J depicts the race of children who were reviewed and remained active
during 19881 1989,.1990 and 1991. These statistics show a six percent (67o)
increase in the number of black children who remain active in the bvstem wnen
comparing 1990 and 1991 data. Prior to 1989, the racial balance of tne foster
care population was evenly balanced between black and/or minority children in
care and white children in care. The continuing increasb in the minority foster
care population as compared to the white foster care population in South Carolina
indicates a significant demographic trend. Review Board data also indicates that
more black and minority race children enter the foster care system than white
children; however, they leave foster care by equal percentages. -
TABLE J
@MMRATIVE gTATlgilGS ry RACE
ACTIVE CASES REVIEWED
3600
8000
2600
2000
1600
1000
600
o
BLAO(
f 1s8B
WHITE OTHER
ffi lege ffi lseo m 1se1
2162 2|ae.??s,!
96 t08 116 141
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Statistical Comparison by Sex
Table K depicts the sex of children who were reviewed and remained active
during 1988, 1989, 1990 and 1991. Data presented in Table K indicates that, as in
previous years, the balance is fairly even between males and females who are
active in the foster care population for over six months.
TABLE K
coMPqR/$rvE sTATlsncS BY sEX 1988-1991
ASNVE GASES REVIEWED
1989 1990
ffi Mde ffi Femate
2617 2591
226|| 2212 trl+fm 22,t9
Who holds legal custody of the children reviewed by the Foster Gare Review
Board?
The Foster Care Review Board is legally mandated to review allchildren who have
been in public foster care for a period of more than four consecutive months and
all children who have been in private foster care for a period of more than six
consecutive months. Children placed in public foster care become wards of the
state through a Family Court action with legal custody being held by the
Department of Social Services. Legal custody of privately placed children is
maintained by birth parents, relatives, or other individuals responsible for placing
the child.
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The majority of children reviewed, eighty-linq pe_rcent (897o), are children in public
foster care for whom the Department of Social Serviceis is legally responsibie. Oft l s d s r i i o
the remaining_ population of children reviewed by local ReView Bo'ards, elevenaining il renpercent (11o/o), reside in either priva% te children's homes, Department df Youth
Services institutions and/or group homes or John de la Howe School, a state
supported.institution, During 199i, reviews were conducted at twenty-for.ir private
children's homes in the state.
Table L depicts. the parties holding legal custody of both privately and publicly
placed children in foster care and revieWed during-1991.
TABLE L
CHILDREN REVIEWED DURINO 1991
STATEWIDE PARTIES HOLTXNO LEOAL CUSTODY
NATURAL PARENT
10.o%
RELATIVE/OTHER
1,0%
DSS
89,0%
Why are children placed in foster care in South Carolina?
During 1991, children reviewed in South Carolina entered foster care in one of the
four following_ways: 1) Eighty-three percent (83%) were placed involuntarily
through the Family Court as a result of neglect, abuse, abandonment or
dependency ; 2) twelve percent (12o/o) were voluntarily placed by their custodial
parents; 9) tuto percent (2/o) entered as a result of a juvenile offense; and 4) threepercent (3%) were voluntarily relinquished for the purpose of adoption.
Table M presents statewide data on the percentage of plqgements for each type
of placerirent. The percentage of children described on Table M combines the
caiegories of physical abuse,-sexual abuse and emotional abuse. The individual
categories for'each type of abuse are designated with associated.percentages in
Table N. Statistical data generated by the Review Board annually continues to
indicate that neglect, at fbrtythree percent (43"/"), continues to be the most
frequent reason fbr placement of children in foster care in South Carolina.
cHTLDREN ENrt#8t&H= AllD REvIEwED
srArew'DPB[:Ncgltte'nltREAsoN
JUVENILE OFFENSE 2.016
ABANDONMENT 1.O$
NEGLEOT 4g,OS VOLUNTARY 12.0S
DEPENDENGY 9.O$
@NSENT AtlD llAlVER g.O$
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TABLE N
STATEWIDE PI.ACEMENT REASONS FOR
CHILDREN ENTERING FOSTER CARE. 1991*
Time Period: 1/1 191-12/31/91
PUCEMENT REASoN FREQUENGY % oFToTAL pljcEMENTs
1) NEGLECT
2l THREAT/NEGLECT
3) ABUSE/PHYSICAL
4l THREAT/PHYSICAL
5) ABUSE/SEXUAL
6) THREAT/SEXUAL
7) ABUSE/EMOTTONAL
8) ABANDONMENT
9) DEPENDENCY
10) VoLUNTARY
11) CONSENTAND WATVER
121 JUVENTLE OFFENSE
378
56
108
89
79
21
14
94
120
27
23
37.5
5.6
10.7
8.8
7.8
2.1
1.4
9.3
11.9
2.7
2.3
TOTALS: 1009
* Reflects only those children reviewed by the Review Board for the first time during t99t.
Why are so many children placed in foster care due to neglect?
The Review Board studied placement data on the 5216 children active in the
system during 1991 and found that neglect was the reason identified for
placement for forty-two percent (42o/o) of those children. The study also examined
the number of these children who entered foster care in each of the five
categories of neglect: 1) lack of food, clothing and shelter;2) lack of supervision;
3) medical neglect; 4) emotional neglect; and 5) educational neglect. Tables O, P
and Q provide frequency of age for children studied, frequenCy of each neglect
qategory and a comparison by age of each neglect category. Data provided by
the Review Board in this study is used by the S.C. Health and Human Services
Finance Commission to develop programs which will decrease the need for foster
care placements in neglect situations.
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TABLE O
COMPARISON BYAGE
1991 ACTIVE CASES WITH NEGLECTAS PI.ACEMENT REASON
A@
1 year or less
2 - 5 years
6 - 9 years
10 - 15 years
16-21 years
Frequency
125
556
532
625
327
Fercent
s.8%
25.7%
24.6%
28.9%
15.2%
TOTAL 2165 100%
TABLE P
COMPARISON BY NEGLECT CATEGORIES *
1991 ACTIVE CASES WITH NEGLECTAS PI-ACEMENT REASON
Cateoory
Lack of food/clothing/shelter
Lack of supervision
Medicalneglect
Emotional neglect
Educational neglect
Frequencv
1231
705
176
32
21
Fercent
56.9%
32.6%
8.2%
1.5%
1%
TOTAL 2165 100%
t Many children studied were placed in foster care lor noglect reasons that fell into more than ons category. When this
occurred, tho most predominant reason for the placement was s€lected.
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How many children in the foster care system are atfected by substance
abuse ?
The Review Board has tracked substance abuse related placements for the past
two vears. Data for 1990 and 1991 indicates that substance abuse was a
cont?ibuting factor in the placement for thirty-three percent (337") of the children
reviewed during each year.
What kind of foster care placements did children experience?
ChiliJren can be placed in several different types of Joster care placements. Table
R compares the humber of children in each type of placement_during 1988,.1989,
1990 and 1991. This data shows a forty-nine percent $9V") increase in the
number of children placed in foster homes from 1988 to 1991 and a fourteen
percent (14o/o) incre-ase when comparing 1990 and 1991. The decline in the
humber bf atloptive placement continubs with a thifi-eight percent (q8"/.)
decrease in the humber of children placed in prospective adoptive homes from
1988 to 1991.
rABLE R
STATEWIDE PLACEMENT IOCANON@rrmn/lnvE gTAnsncs €88 - 1991
FO'TEB HOTE OROUF HOTE NFETT/RELfIYE AOO'TIYE HOIE RUII/K
ffi leBB ffi leee ffi leeo m 1e91
. STATEWIDE PLACEMENTS (THOUSANDS)
,rr"irlr tloo
rr cr 19l1lt tr !2 !o !o
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Children removed from their families and placed in foster care frequently
experience more than one placement while in care. Research shows tnd initidtplacement.in fo-ster care is extremely traumatic for a child and additional moves,
once in the foster care system,- can be very detrimental to the child'd
develo.pment. The younger tfie child, the more critibalthe need for stability in one
home becomes.
TpQle S qgtrpafes the number of placements experienced by children reviewed
during 198q, 1989, 1990 and 1991. This data indicates that the majority of
children in foster care experience between one and three different plaiembnts
while in foster care. Comparison of the 1988 and 1991 data also inilicates that
there has been a fifty-five percent (55%) increase in the number of children who
experience seven to nine different fcjster-care placements.
TABLE 8
NUMBER OF PLACEMENTS gf,ATEUYIDE - CN38ED@MmR ITUE strAT|gnc8 1988 - 1991
1-g
ffi lesg
44 7-g
ffi lege
10-12 18 0R MOHE
ffi leeo m 1e91
NUMBER OF CASES CLOSED
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What do local Review Boards recommend lor these children?
Local Review Boards issue a written recommendation for a permanent placement
plan on each case reviewed. These recommendations are made after the Board
has carefully considered all facts presented by the responsible caseworkers and
interested parties attending the review. Table T describes the frequency, type
and percentage for each of the eleven recommendations issued by local Review
Boards on cases reviewed during 1991.
TABLE T
STATEWIDE RECOMMENDATIONS - 1991
Time Period: 1/1/91 - 12/31/91
06 OF TOTALRECOMMENDATION FREQUENCY RECOMMENDATIONS
1) TERMTNATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS 2751
2I RETURNTOPARENT
3) PERMANENTFOSTERCARE
4l TNDEPENDENT LTVTNG
s) ADOPT]ON 680
6) AFFIDAVIT OF SUMMARY REVIEW 582
7) RESTDENTTALTREATMENT 380
8) CASE CONTTNUED 308
s) REI-ATTVE Pr-ACEMENT 2sO
10) PERMANENTGROUPHOME 88
11) NO REVTEW
2123
863
778
31.2
24.0
9.8
8.8
7.7
7.7
4.3
3.5
2.8
1.0
0.3
IUIALS: r00.0
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Japle Q _coqparys the frequency of the six plans most frequently recommendedby local Review Boards during 1988, 1989, t990 and 1991. This data indicates an
eight percent (8%) increase in the number of recommendations for termination of
parental rigttts as.compared to 1990. Data gathered by the Review Board Ad Hoc
Adoption.Committee indicated that delays in procdeding with termination of
parental.rights. once that has been designated as the agen6y's plan continues to
heqp child_ren in the.foster care system longer than neceEsary. Please refer to thefindings oJ this study found on piage 16 ofthis report. Datd provided in Table U
also indicates a thirteen percent (13/o) increase in the number of
recommendations for permanent foster care as compared to 1990 figures.
TABLE U
- 
, STATEWDE RE@MMENDATIONS
coMmRffuE gTATtSf,tCS 1988 - iggl
ffi 1eB8 ffi lege ffi leeo m 1ee1
.l.qffi///) FfFl2123
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How many interested parties attend reviews?
Review Bgqrd regulations require that written notice be sent three weeks prior to
the scheduled review to the following individuals at their last known address: both
birth/legal parents; legal guardian-s; current Guardians ad Litem; both foster
parents; treatment professionals involved with the foster child and/or family; and
foster children ten years of age or older. These notices are disiributed by the
agency/institution responsible for presenting the case to the Review B6ard.
Regulations also specify that each of these parties should be encouraged to
attend the review.
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TABLE V
MRNES ATTENDINO REVIEWS STATEWIDE
coMmRATlvE gTATlgTlcS 1988 - 1991
go00
2600
2000
1600
1000
600
o
ffi lees ffi leee ffi leeo m 1ee1
lctsw/) 19.trt#v r7o
Table V compares the number of interested parties attending- reviews in 1988,
1989, 1990 and 1991. The 1991 attendance totals reflect a forty-nine percent
(49"/") increase in attendance compared to attendance at reviews in 1988. These
numtjers also indicate a one perc'ent (1%) increase in the overall percentage 
_of
reviews with interested parties present for 1991 as cgmpared to 1990
percentages. The Review Board Sybtem is concerned about the five percent (5%)
decreasdin the number of birth palents and the five percent (5'l") decrease in the
number of foster children who'attended reviews during 1991 as compared to
19gO figures. These two parties provide the Review Board with important
informalion used to make recommendations. The Review Board will use 1992
data to closely monitor future attendance by parents and foster children in an
etfort to identify and correct causal factors that may be contributing to a decline in
attendance.
Where do children go when they leave foster care?
One thousand eight hundred and twenty-seven (1,827) of_ lfle children in the
Review Board sysfem left care in 1991. Filiy+hree percent (53o/d of these children
were returned tb their parents. Seventeen percent (17o/o) were legally adopted,
seventeen percent (1iy") had legal custody transferred to relatives or other
individuals and thirteen percent (13ol") left the system by emancipation.
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The increase in the number of children who left foster care by emancipation in
1991 was etfected by an internal policy change by the Foster Gare Reviei^r Board.
Pudggt reductions that occurred during 1991 made it necessary for the ReviewBoard to eliminate reviews conducted fbr children who were eighteen and older
while they remained in school under the Department of Social Service's
lupervision. .Gases of children who fell into this'category were closed by theReview Board during a one time project in mid-1991. The heview Board anil the
Department of Social Seruices agreed that cessation of these reviews would
provide some necessary relief to th-e staff of both agencies.
Table W compares the number of children leaving foster care in 1991 in each
cqlegory ryith. the number of children who left care during 1988, 1989, 1990 and
1991 . While the data shows a twenty-five percent (25o/o) increase in the number of
children who returned to their parerits trom 1988 io 19'91, the data shows onlv a
five percent (sold increase in the number of children who were placed adoptiv'elv
?nd q twe$y percent (2Oo/o) increase in the number of children who had custodytransferred to relatives or other individuals.
Data in Table W also indicates a one percent (1%) increase in the number of
chifdren who returned to their parents, a four percent (4o/o) increase in the number
of children adopted and a four percent (4Vo) increase ih tfie number of children
who went to live with relatives or other individuals during 1991 when compared to
1990 data.
TABLE W
STATEWIDE CLOSINO REASONS
coMmRAT|VE STAT|ST|CS 1988 - 1991
ffi lese ffi leeo m 1ee1
czo-!4
2rc s7a ear39! r.o t.o2.1 w/) r!!
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How long do children stay in the loster care system?
A major goal of foster care review is to achieve a permanent placement for a child
as soon 6s possible; therefore, it is important to rfieasure ths amount of time a
child spendb in care. 1991 data shows that the average lq4gth o!!!me that a child
spendb in foster care has decreased from 3.10 years in 1988 to 2.7 years in 1991.
The citizen review system has proven to be effective in bringing attention to the
many barriers which prolong a child's stay in foster care. Gitizen review systems
naticinwide are committed to working to eliminate these barriers to continue to
reduce the amount of time children must spend in out of home placement and to
improve the foster care system.
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1 991.92 FINANCIAL STATEMENT
ADJUSTED
APPROPRIATION
215,523.00
74,542.8
0.00
135.00
5,000.30
759.95
13,209.52
551.21
139,721.66
275,706'30
35,887.25
16,306.13
10,696.57
29,424.21
33,357.99
24,995.00
426,263.34
92,242.00
429,262.00
1,087,499.00
YTD
ACTIVITY
BUDGET
BATANCE
%
EXPD
STATE APPROPRIATTONS
A. ADMIN SUPPONT
Unclassified Pos
Classified Pos
Temporary Pos
Per Diem
Con Svcs
Supplies
Fixed Charges
Travel
SUBTOTAL
B. LOCAL RF]I/IEW BD
Classified Pos
Per Diem
Con Svcs
Supplies
Flxed Charges
Travel
Equipment
SUBTOTAL
C. EMPLOYERCONTRI
D. PROTECTIOTV & ADV
TOTAL STATE
OTHER FUNDS
A. LOCALRA/|EW BD/
MEDICAID
Classified Pos
Per Diem
Con Svcs
Supplies
Fked Charges
Travel
Equipment
SUBTOTAL
B. EMPLOYERCONTRI
TOTAL STATE
45,522.(fi
74,il2.9
0.00
4.75
4,900.30
5s9.95
13,009.52
351.21
0.04
0.00
0.00
105.25
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
100
100
0
22
96
73
98
63
99
96
97
sl
99
99
95
99
99
r00
26
0
0
0
0
0
0
73
138,816.37
275,351.74
34,510.00
15,969.95
10,020.55
29,212.41
33,353.00
23,749.01
422,1ffi.56
92,171.O7
429,262.00
1,082,416.00
905.29
354.56
1,377.25
336.28
676.02
211.W
4.88
1,135.99
4,096.78
70.93
0.00
5,073.00
7,101.50
379.50
227.ffi
126.00
427.@
34/..ffi
1,084.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
791.70
7,101.50
379.50
227.50
126.00
427.40
344.50
292,30
9,690.00
1,590.00
71,27O.OO
791.70
0.00
791.70
8,898.30
1,580.00
10,478.30
I
0
70
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Iil. FEDERAL FUNDS
A. ADMIN SUPPORT/
TITLE IV-E
Con Svcs
Supplies
Fked Charges
Travel
801.06
rto4.0O
1,520.00
118.00
721.W
96.86
1,276.01
59.05
79.O7
3fJ7.14
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58.95
90
23
&!
50
SUBTOTAL
LOCAL RAilEW BD/
TITLE IV-E
CIassified Pos
Per Diem
Con Svcs
Supplies
Fixed Charges
Travel
Equipment
SUBTOTAL
EMPLOYER CONTBT/
TITLE IV-E
58,956.44
12,477.50
4,368.70
3,122.00
5,940.00
13,040.50
14.00
2,8{1.06 2,153.91
49,054.52
6,095.25
3,966.79
1,770.28
5,084.44
7,454.67
0.00
689.15
9,901.92
6,382.25
lml.91
1,351.72
855.56
5,585.&?
14.00
75
83
48
90
56
85
74
0
c.
97,919.14
14,975.80
73,425.96
12,782.8
24,45.19
2,193.32
TOTALTITLE !V-E
INDIRECT COST
TOTAL FEDERAL
GRAND TOTAL
115,738.00
115,738.00
1,214,497.OO
88,362.34
17,346.00
105,708.34
27,375.6
-17,346.00
10,029.66
1,188,916.00 25,580.98
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DOCUMENTS
Manual of Policies and Procedures relating to the Children's Foster Care Review Board System ln
South Carolina, (revised January 1990)
Review Board Handbook, June 1991
A Sumrnary of Statistical lnformation Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System priorto July 1977
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System priorto January 1978
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System priorto January 1979
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 1979 Calendar year
A Summary of Statistical lnformation Regarding Children Reviewed
Review Board System during the 1980 Calendar Year
by the Children's Foster Care
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 1981 Calendar year
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 1982 Calendar Year
A Summary of Statistical lnformation Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the l98it Calendar Year
A Sumrnary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Ghildren's Foster Gare
Review Board System during the 1984 Calendar year
A Sumrnary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 198S Calendar Year
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 1986 Calendar Year
A Sumrnary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 1987 Calendar Year
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 1988 Calendar year
A Summary of Statistical Information Regarding Children Reviewed by the Children's Foster Care
Review Board System during the 1989 Calendar Year
State Advisory Board Reports to the General Assembly: 1978, 1979, 1980, lg8t, 1982, and 1983
Board of Directors Reports to the General Assembly: 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1g8g, 1ggg, 1gg0
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Stepping Stones, Volume I Number 1, Spring 1986
Stepping Stones, Volume I Number 2, Summer 1986
Stepping Stones, Volume I Number 3, Fall 1986
Stepping Stones, Volume I Number 4, Winter 1986
Stepping Stones, Volume I Number 5, Spring 1987
Stepping Stones, Volume I Number6, Summer 1987
Stepping Stones, Vdume I Number 7, Fall 1987
Stepping Stones, Volume ll Number 1, Winter 1988
Stepping Stones, Volume ll Number 2, Spring 1988
Stepping Stones, Volume ll Number3, Summer 1988
Stepping Stones, Vdume ll Number 4, Fall 1988
Stepping Stones, Volume lll Number 1, Winter 1989
Stepping Stones, Volume lll Number2, Spring 1989
Stepping Stones, Volume lll Number 3, Summer 19&9
Stepping Stones, Volume lll Number 4, Fall 19851
Stepping Stones, Volume lV Number 1, Winter 1990
Stepping Stones, Volume lV Number 2, Spring 1990
Stepping Stones, Volume lV Number3, Summer 1990
Stepping Stones, Volume lV Number 4, Fall 1990
Stepping Stones, Volume V Number 1, Winter 1991
Stepping Stones, Volume V Number 2, Spring/Summer 1991
Stepping Stones, VolumeVl Number 1, Winter 1992
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TERMINATION OF PARENTAL RIGHTS CONCURRENCE SURVEY
VARIABLES SELECTED FOR STUDY
The children selected for this study were identified as those reviewed betweenJanuary 1, 1991 and June 30, 1991 for whom the local Review Board
recommended termination of pare4ta! rights and adoption as the permanent plan
and the county Department of Social-services cohcurred that terminatioh of
parental rights and adoption was also their plan.
TOTAL CHILDREN IDENTIFIED: 940
SAMPLE GROUPS ANALYZED
From the 940 children identified, biographical information was studied on a
sample group of 207 children. This sample included all children identified from
the six Area Adoption offices and three or more children from each County DSS.
SAMPLE GROUP: 207
APPENDIX A
SOUTH CAROLINA CHILDREN'S FOSTER CARE REVIEW BOARD
AD HOC ADOPTION STUDY COMMITTEE
STATISTICAL SURVEYS
November 20, 1991
Ase
one year or less:
2 - 5 years:
6 - 9 years:
10 - 15 years:
'16 
- 2l years:
Race
Black
White
Other
u
Male
Female
32
81
53
40
1
133
72
2
115
92
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A subset of the sample was extracted for analysis on specific factors determined
from case review. This data is outlined below.
TOTAL CHILDREN ANALYZED lN SUBSET: 190
ldentified as special needs:
Foster parent adoption planned:
Special Needs & foster par. adopt:
Referred to Adoption:
Referred to Legal Services:
Cases with Areas of Concern:
Cases with Delays to Permanance:
Cases referred for follow-up:
Average Number of TPR Recs by Board:
133
95
60
166
89
72
68
41
3
?on
(507.)
(3T/o)
F7n
g7n
(38'l.)
(3670)
(22o/o)
DEI.AY TO PERMANENCE SURVEY
A survey was conducted on Delays to Permanence in the Adoption q1d Legal
categorles for children reviewed from January.1, 1991 to June 30, 1991. The
mosf frequently occurring reasons for delays were used to provide breakdowns
for the two categories. Findings are outlined below.
ADOPTION DEI.AYS
TOTAL CHILDREN IDENTIFIED FOR THE TIME PERIOD: 87
Incomplete paperwork, i.e
homestudies, applications 44
No recruitment 25
Lack of coordination between
permanency planning & adoption 15
LEGAL DEI.AYS
TOTAL CHILDREN IDENTIFIED FOR THE TIME PERIOD:
TPR hearing delayed 22
No merit/judicial review 15Other 8
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Total Number of Documents Printed
Cost Per Unit
706
Printing Cost - S.C. State Budget & Controt Board (up to 255 copies) g 600.89
Printing Cost - Individual Agency (requesting over 255 copies
and/or halftones)
Total Printing Cost
g 1011 .31
$ 1612.20
2.28

